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About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

A 

ABASIAS AAABISS ABASIA, defect in muscular coordination in walking [n] 

ABAXIAL AAABILX situated away from axis [adj] 

ABFARAD AAABDFR unit of capacitance [n -S] 

ABOMASA AAABMOS ABOMASUM, fourth stomach of ruminant [n] 

ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n] 

ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E] 

ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S] 

ACAUDAL AAACDLU having no tail [adj] 

ACRASIA AAACIRS lack of self-control [n -S]  

ADAGIAL AAADGIL ADAGE, traditional saying expressing common observation [adj] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S] 

ADAXIAL AAADILX situated on same side as [adj] 

AGGADAH AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

AGGADAS AAADGGS AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S]  

ALAMEDA AAADELM shaded walkway [n -S] 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALBATAS AAABLST ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n] 

ALCAZAR AAACLRZ Spanish fortress or palace [n -S] 

ALFALFA AAAFFLL plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n -S] 

ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S] 

ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AMALGAM AAAGLMM alloy of mercury with another metal [n -S] 

AMANITA AAAIMNT any of genus of poisonous fungi [n -S] 

ANAEMIA AAAEIMN anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S] 

ANAGRAM AAAGMNR to transpose letters of word or phrase to form new one [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

ANALGIA AAAGILN inability to feel pain [n -S] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANATASE AAAENST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

APANAGE AAAEGNP appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n -S] 

APHAGIA AAAGHIP inability to swallow [n -S] 

APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S] 

APLANAT AAALNPT type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S] 

APLASIA AAAILPS defective development of organ or part [n -S] 

APPARAT AAAPPRT political organization [n -S] 

APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S] 

AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n] 

ARABICA AAABCIR evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n -S] 

ARAROBA AAABORR Brazilian tree [n -S] 

ARCADIA AAACDIR region of simple pleasure and quiet [n -S] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] / large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA] 

AREAWAY AAAERWY sunken area leading to basement entrance [n -S] 
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ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n] 

ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 

AROWANA AAANORW tropical fish [n -S]   

ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]   

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASRAMAS AAAMRSS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n] 

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S] 

ATABALS AAABLST ATABAL, type of drum [n] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

ATAMANS AAAMNST ATAMAN, hetman (cossack leader) [n] 

ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES] 

ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n] 

AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n] 

AZALEAS AAAELSZ AZALEA, flowering shrub [n] 

 

BAASKAP AAABKPS policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n -S] 

BACALAO AAABCLO baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACCALA AAABCCL codfish (marine food fish) [n -S] 

BACCARA AAABCCR baccarat (card game) [n -S] 

BAKLAVA AAABKLV Turkish pastry [n -S] 

BAKLAWA AAABKLW baklava (Turkish pastry) [n -S] 

BALATAS AAABLST BALATA, tropical tree [n] 

BANANAS AAABNNS BANANA, edible fruit [n] 

BANDANA AAABDNN bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n -S] 

BATATAS AAABSTT BATATA, sweet potato [n] 

BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n] 

 

CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CABANAS AAABCNS CABANA, small cabin [n] 

CABBALA AAABBCL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

CACHACA AAACCCH Brazilian liquor [n -S] 

CALAMAR AAACLMR calamary (squid) [n -S] 

CANASTA AAACNST card game [n -S] 

CANTALA AAACLNT tropical plant [n -S] 

CANTATA AAACNTT vocal composition [n -S] 

CARABAO AAABCOR water buffalo [n -S] 

CARACAL AAACCLR African lynx [n -S] 

CARAMBA AAABCMR used to express surprise or dismay [interj] 

CARAPAX AAACPRX carapace (hard, protective outer covering) [n -ES] 

CARAVAN AAACNRV to travel in group [v -ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S] 

CARAWAY AAACRWY herb used in cooking [n -S] 

CASABAS AAABCSS CASABA, variety of melon [n] 

CASAVAS AAACSSV CASAVA, cassava (tropical plant) [n] 

CASCARA AAACCRS medicinal tree bark [n -S] 
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CASSABA AAABCSS casaba (variety of melon) [n -S] 

CASSATA AAACSST Italian ice cream [n -S] 

CASSAVA AAACSSV tropical plant [n -S] 

CATALPA AAACLPT tree [n -S] 

CATAWBA AAABCTW variety of fox grape [n -S] 

CAVALLA AAACLLV large food fish [n -S] 

CHALAZA AAACHLZ band of tissue in egg [n -E, -S]  

 

DAMIANA AAADIMN tropical American shrub [n -S] 

 

FALBALA AAABFLL trimming for woman's garment [n -S] 

FARADAY AAADFRY unit of electricity [n -S] 

FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj] 

 

GALABIA AAABGIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALANGA AAAGGLN galangal (medicinal plant) [n -S] 

GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S] 

GAZANIA AAAGINZ South African herb [n -S] 

GUARANA AAAGNRU South American shrub [n -S] 

 

HAFTARA AAAFHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAGGADA AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HALACHA AAACHHL legal part of Talmud [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HALAKAH AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KOTH] 

HALAKHA AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT] 

HALALAH AAAHHLL halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n -S] 

HALALAS AAAHLLS HALALA, Saudi Arabian coin [n] 

HALAVAH AAAHHLV halvah (Turkish confection) [n -S] 

HAMADAS AAADHMS HAMADA, hammada (desert plateau of bedrock) [n] 

HAMATSA AAAHMST dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

HAMMADA AAADHMM desert plateau of bedrock [n -S] 

HARIANA AAAHINR breed of cattle [n -S] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 

 

JACAMAR AAACJMR tropical bird [n -S] 

JACANAS AAACJNS JACANA, wading bird [n] 

 

KABAKAS AAABKKS KABAKA, Ugandan emperor [n] 

KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n] 

KABBALA AAABBKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KAMALAS AAAKLMS KAMALA, Asian tree [n] 

KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n] 

 

LAMBADA AAABDLM Brazilian dance [n -S] 

LANTANA AAALNNT tropical shrub [n -S] 

LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S] 
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LATAKIA AAAIKLT variety of Turkish tobacco [n -S] 

LAYAWAY AAALWYY item that has been reserved with down payment [n -S] 

 

MACADAM AAACDMM type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] 

MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MAGMATA AAAGMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [n] 

MAHATMA AAAHMMT Hindu sage [n -S] 

MAJAGUA AAAGJMU tropical tree [n -S] 

MALACCA AAACCLM cane of Asian rattan palm [n -S] 

MALANGA AAAGLMN yautia (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MALARIA AAAILMR infectious disease [n -S] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S] 

MANANAS AAAMNNS MANANA, tomorrow (day following today) [n] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MARACAS AAACMRS MARACA, percussion instrument [n] 

MARANTA AAAMNRT tropical plant [n -S] 

MARASCA AAACMRS wild cherry [n -S] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARSALA AAALMRS Sicilian wine [n -S] 

MASALAS AAALMSS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n] 

MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

 

NAGANAS AAAGNNS NAGANA, disease of horses in Africa [n] 

NIAGARA AAAGINR outpouring or deluge [n -S] 

 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAJAMAS AAAJMPS PAJAMA, garment for sleeping or lounging [n] 

PALABRA AAABLPR word [n -S] 

PALAPAS AAALPPS PALAPA, open-sided dwelling with roof of palm leaves [n] 

PALATAL AAALLPT bone of palate [n -S] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PANADAS AAADNPS PANADA, thick sauce [n] 

PANAMAS AAAMNPS PANAMA, lightweight hat [n] 

PAPADAM AAADMPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S]   

PAPAYAN AAANPPY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [adj] 

PAPAYAS AAAPPSY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [n] 

PARATHA AAAHPRT piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n -S] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATAGIA AAAGIPT PATAGIUM, wing membrane of bat [n] 

PATAMAR AAAMPRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

 

QABALAH AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 
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QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

 

RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S] 

RAMADAS AAADMRS RAMADA, roofed, open-sided shelter [n] 

RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

 

SAGAMAN AAAGMNS writer of sagas [n -MEN] 

SALAAMS AAALMSS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SAMARAS AAAMRSS SAMARA, dry, one-seeded fruit [n] 

SAMSARA AAAMRSS cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n -S] 

SARDANA AAADNRS Spanish folk dance [n -S] 

SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n] 

SAVANNA AAANNSV flat, treeless grassland [n -S] 

SHAHADA AAADHHS Muslim profession of faith [n -S] 

 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA] 

TAMARAO AAAMORT tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n -S] 

TAMARAU AAAMRTU small buffalo of Philippines [n -S] 

TAMASHA AAAHMST public entertainment in India [n -S] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n MATAMBALA, -S] 

TAMPALA AAALMPT annual herb [n -S] 

TANTARA AAANRTT sound of trumpet or horn [n -S] 

TARAMAS AAAMRST TARAMA, Greek paste of fish roe, garlic, lemon juice, and olive oil [n] 

TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile [n -S] 

 

WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S] 

 

YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YATAGAN AAAGNTY yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

 

ZAMARRA AAAMRRZ sheepskin coat [n -S] 

ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

D 

ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv] 

ADDENDA AADDDEN ADDENDUM, something added or to be added [n] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADDUCED ACDDDEU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

 

BRADDED ABDDDER BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v] 

BUDDIED BDDDEIU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 
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CADDIED ACDDDEI CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v] 

CLADDED ACDDDEL CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CODDLED CDDDELO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CRUDDED CDDDERU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

CUDDLED CDDDELU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

 

DADDIES ADDDEIS DADDY, father [n] 

DADDLES ADDDELS DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

DANDLED ADDDELN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DAWDLED ADDDELW DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

DECIDED CDDDEEI DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECODED CDDDEEO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DEDENDA ADDDEEN DEDENDUM, root of gear tooth [n] 

DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DEMODED DDDEEMO out-of-date [adj] 

DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DEODAND ADDDENO property forfeited to crown under former English law [n -S] 

DERIDED DDDEEIR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DIDDLER DDDEILR one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

DIDDLES DDDEILS DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DIDDLEY DDDEILY diddly (least amount) [n -S] 

DIDDUMS DDDIMSU used to express sympathy to child [interj] 

DINDLED DDDEILN DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v] 

DIVIDED DDDEIIV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DODDERS DDDEORS DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v] 

DODDERY DDDEORY feeble (weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) [adj] 

DODDLES DDDELOS DODDLE, easy task [n] 

DOODADS ADDDOOS DOODAD, article whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

DOODLED DDDELOO DOODLE, to draw or scribble aimlessly [v] 

DREADED ADDDEER DREAD, to fear greatly [v] 

DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DRUDGED DDDEGRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v] 

 

FIDDLED DDDEFIL FIDDLE, to play violin [v] 

FUDDLED DDDEFLU FUDDLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

 

GIDDIED DDDEGII GIDDY, to make giddy [v] 

GLADDED ADDDEGL GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

GRIDDED DDDEGIR GRID, to put into or set out as framework of bars or lines [v] 

 

HODADDY ADDDHOY hodad (one who is not surfer) [n -DDIES] 

HUDDLED DDDEHLU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v] 

 

MEDDLED DDDEELM MEDDLE, to interest oneself in what is not one's concern [v] 

MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 
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MUDDIED DDDEIMU MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v] 

MUDDLED DDDELMU MUDDLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

 

NODDLED DDDELNO NODDLE, to nod frequently [v] 

 

PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PEDDLED DDDEELP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PIDDLED DDDEILP PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 

PLODDED DDDELOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v] 

PRODDED DDDEOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

PUDDLED DDDELPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

 

QUADDED ADDDEQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v] 

 

RADDLED ADDDELR RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

READDED ADDDEER READD, to add again [v] 

REDDLED DDDEELR REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v] 

RIDDLED DDDEILR RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v] 

RUDDIED DDDEIRU RUDDY, to make ruddy [v] 

RUDDLED DDDELRU RUDDLE, to color with red dye [v] 

 

SADDLED ADDDELS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

SCUDDED CDDDESU SCUD, to run or move swiftly [v] 

SHEDDED DDDEEHS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v] 

SKEDDED DDDEEKS SKED, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKIDDED DDDEIKS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v] 

SLEDDED DDDEELS SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v] 

SNEDDED DDDEENS SNED, to prune (to cut off branches or parts from) [v] 

SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

STUDDED DDDESTU STUD, to set thickly with small projections [v] 

 

THUDDED DDDEHTU THUD, to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

TODDLED DDDELOT TODDLE, to walk unsteadily [v] 

 

UDDERED DDDEERU UDDER, mammary gland [adj] 

UNADDED ADDDENU not added (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) [adj] 

 

WADDIED ADDDEIW WADDY, to strike with thick club [v] 

WADDLED ADDDELW WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

WHIDDED DDDEHIW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WIDDLED DDDEILW WIDDLE, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

E 

ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 
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BEBEERU BBEEERU tropical tree [n -S] 

BEDEMEN BDEEEMN BEDEMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n] 

BEDEWED BDDEEEW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BEECHEN BCEEEHN BEECH, type of tree [adj] 

BEECHES BCEEEHS BEECH, type of tree [n] 

BEEDIES BDEEEIS BEEDI, bidi (cigarette of India) [n] 

BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEHIVE BEEEHIV hive for bees [n -S] 

BEELIKE BEEEIKL resembling bee (winged insect) [adj] 

BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n] 

BEERIER BEEEIRR BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S] 

BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEEZERS BEEERSZ BEEZER, nose [n] 

BEJEWEL BEEEJLW to adorn with jewels [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BELIEVE BEEEILV to accept as true or real [v -D, -VING, -S] 

BELLEEK BEEEKLL very thin translucent porcelain [n -S] 

BENDEES BDEEENS BENDEE, bendy (okra (tall annual herb)) [n] 

BENZENE BEEENNZ volatile liquid [n -S] 

BEREAVE ABEEERV to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -EFT -VING, -S] 

BERGERE BEEEGRR upholstered armchair [n -S] 

BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S] 

BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

BESIEGE BEEEGIS to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BETWEEN BEEENTW in space that separates [prep] 

BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELER BEEELRV one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n -S] 

BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BLEEDER BDEEELR one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n -S] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 

BREEDER BDEEERR one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n -S] 

BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

 

CELESTE CEEELST celesta (keyboard instrument) [n -S] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEEPER CEEEHPR one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n -S] 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S] 

CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 
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CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S] 

CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S] 

CREESES CEEERSS CREESE, kris (short sword) [n] 

 

DEADEYE ADDEEEY expert marksman [n -S] 

DECEASE ACDEEES to die (to cease living) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S] 

DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DEEDIER DDEEEIR DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEPENS DEEENPS DEEPEN, to make deep [v] 

DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj] 

DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj] 

DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n] 

DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEMESNE DEEEMNS legal possession of land as one's own [n -S] 

DEPLETE DEEELPT to lessen or exhaust supply of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESEXES DEEESSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DETENTE DEEENTT easing of international tension [n -S] 

DETERGE DEEEGRT to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEVELED DDEEELV DEVEL, to strike forcibly [v] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DYEWEED DDEEEWY shrub that yields yellow dye [n -S] 

 

EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EASELED ADEEELS EASEL, three-legged frame [adj] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S] 

ECUMENE CEEEMNU inhabited area [n -S] 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

EGESTED DEEEGST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 
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EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELECTED CDEEELT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELEGIES EEEGILS ELEGY, mournful poem for one who is dead [n] 

ELEGISE EEEGILS to elegize (to write elegy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ELEGIZE EEEGILZ to write elegy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ELEMENT EEELMNT substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n -S] 

ELEVATE AEEELTV to raise (to move to higher position) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELEVENS EEELNSV ELEVEN, number [n] 

EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S] 

EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n] 

EMERSED DEEEMRS standing out of water [adj] 

EMETINE EEEIMNT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

EMEUTES EEEMSTU EMEUTE, riot [n] 

ENEMIES EEEIMNS ENEMY, one that is antagonistic toward another [n] 

ENFEVER EEEFNRV to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENNUYEE EEENNUY ennuye (oppressed with ennui) [adj] 

ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S] 

ENTERED DEEENRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EPIGENE EEEGINP occurring near surface of earth [adj] 

EPIMERE EEEIMPR part of embryo [n -S] 

EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n] 

ERECTED CDEEERT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTER CEEERRT erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S] 

EREMITE EEEIMRT hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -S] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S] 

ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S] 

ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

ETAGERE AEEEGRT ornamental stand [n -S] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S] 

EVACUEE ACEEEUV one that is evacuated [n -S] 

EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even) [n] 

EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

EVERTED DEEERTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 
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EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCRETE CEEERTX to separate and eliminate from organic body [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTE CEEETUX to carry out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXEDRAE ADEEERX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n] 

EXERGUE EEEGRUX space on coin [n -S] 

EXERTED DEEERTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXTERNE EEENRTX extern (nonresident of institution) [n -S] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S] 

EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj] 

EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S] 

EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S] 

EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYELETS EEELSTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj] 

EYESOME EEEMOSY pleasant to look at [adj] 

EYESORE EEEORSY something offensive to sight [n -S] 

EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR] 

 

FEDAYEE ADEEEFY Arab commando [n -N] 

FEDEXED DDEEEFX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEDEXES DEEEFSX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj] 

FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n] 

FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n] 

FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S] 

FEVERED DEEEFRV FEVER, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature) [v] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S] 

FREEMEN EEEFMNR FREEMAN, one who is free [n] 

FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v] 

 

GEEKIER EEEGIKR GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n] 

GENESES EEEGNSS GENESIS, origin (coming into being) [n] 

GENETTE EEEGNTT genet (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

GENTEEL EEEGLNT well-bred or refined [adj -ER, -EST] 

GLEEKED DEEEGKL GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v] 
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GLEEMEN EEEGLMN GLEEMAN, minstrel (medieval musician) [n] 

GLEETED DEEEGLT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GREENED DEEEGNR GREEN, to become green [v] 

GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIE EEEGINR amphetamine pill [n -S] 

GREETED DEEEGRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GREETER EEEGRRT one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n -S] 

 

HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n] 

HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n] 

HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, HERE, this place [n] 

HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S] 

 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S] 

JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n] 

JEEZELY EEEJLYZ jeezly (used as intensifier) [adj] 

JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 

JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

JEWELED DEEEJLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S] 

JEZEBEL BEEEJLZ scheming, wicked woman [n -S] 

 

KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S] 

KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n] 

KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj] 

KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n] 

KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S] 

KEGELER EEEGKLR kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n -S] 

KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n] 

KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES] 

KNEELED DEEEKLN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S] 

 

LEECHED CDEEEHL LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEECHES CEEEHLS LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LEVELED DEEELLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELER EEELLRV one that levels (to make even) [n -S] 

LEVERED DEEELRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v] 

LEVERET EEELRTV young hare [n -S] 

LEXEMES EEELMSX LEXEME, linguistic unit [n] 

LIBELEE BEEEILL defendant in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

 

MEDRESE DEEEMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 
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MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n] 

MENTEES EEEMNST MENTEE, one who is being mentored [n] 

MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n] 

MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

 

NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n] 

NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEMESES EEEMNSS NEMESIS, formidable opponent [n] 

NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

 

OFFEREE EEEFFOR one to whom offer is made [n -S] 

OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

 

PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n] 

PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n] 

PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S] 

PEERESS EEEPRSS noblewoman [n -ES] 

PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n] 

PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n] 

PENTENE EEENNPT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S] 

PETERED DEEEPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S] 

PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S] 

 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

 

REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 
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REEDMEN DEEEMNR REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n] 

REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n] 

REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v] 

REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v] 

REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v] 

REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n] 

RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v] 

REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S] 

RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v] 

RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S] 

REPLETE EEELPRT worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n -S] 

RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S] 

RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v] 

RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]   

REVELED DEEELRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v] 

REVELER EEELRRV one that revels (to engage in revelry) [n -S] 

REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S]  

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 
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REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -RIES] 

REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -ING, -S] 

 

SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

SECEDED CDDEEES SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S] 

SECEDES CDEEESS SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECRETE CEEERST to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S] 

SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEDMEN DEEEMNS SEEDMAN, seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n] 

SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n] 

SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n] 

SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S] 

SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES] 

SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEETHES EEEHSST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEMEMES EEEMMSS SEMEME, meaning of morpheme [n] 

SENESCE CEEENSS to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERENES EEENRSS SERENE, serene condition or expanse [n] 

SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n] 

SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SHEBEEN BEEEHNS place where liquor is sold illegally [n -S] 

SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S]   

SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S] 

SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n] 

SHEREEF EEEFHRS sherif (Arab ruler) [n -S] 

SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S] 

SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S] 

SLEEPER EEELPRS one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n -S] 

SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 
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SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

SPEELED DEEELPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERED DEEEPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STEEKED DEEEKST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v] 

STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STEEPED DEEEPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STEEPEN EEENPST to make steep [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] / one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n -S] 

STEEPLE EEELPST to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STEEVES EEESSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj] 

SWEENEY EEENSWY sweeny (atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses) [n -S] 

SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S] 

SWEETEN EEENSTW to make sweet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

 

TEEMERS EEEMRST TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TEETHER EEEHRTT object for baby to bite on during teething [n -S] 

TEETHES EEEHSTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v] 

TELEMEN EEELMNT TELEMAN, naval officer [n] 

TELESES EEELSST TELESIS, planned progress [n] 

TELEXED DEEELTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TELEXES EEELSTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERPENE EEENPRT chemical compound [n -S] 

TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S] 

TERRENE EEENRRT land area [n -S] 
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TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n] 

TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

TWEETER EEERTTW loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n -S] 

TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S] 

TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v] 

 

UKELELE EEEKLLU ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n -S] 

UNREEVE EEENRUV to withdraw rope from opening [v -D, -ROVE, -ROVEN, -ING, -S] 

 

VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S] 

VEERIES EEEIRSV VEERY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n] 

VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v] 

VENENES EEENNSV VENENE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n] 

 

WEBFEET BEEEFTW WEBFOOT, foot having toes joined by membrane [n] 

WEDELED DDEEELW WEDEL, to perform wedeln [v] 

WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENIES EEEINSW WEENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n] 

WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEEPIES EEEIPSW WEEPIE, very maudlin movie [n] 

WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n] 

WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S] 

WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

G 

BAGGAGE AABEGGG luggage (articles containing traveler's belongings) [n -S] 

BAGGING ABGGGIN material for making bags [n -S] / BAG, to put into bag (flexible container) [v] 
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BEGGING BEGGGIN BEG, to plead (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

BIGGING BGGGIIN biggin (house) [n -S] 

BOGGING BGGGINO BOG, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

BUGGING BGGGINU BUG, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

 

COGGING CGGGINO COG, to cheat at dice [v] 

 

DIGGING DGGGIIN DIG, to break up, turn over, or remove earth [v] 

DOGGING DGGGINO DOG, to follow after like dog (domesticated, carnivorous mammal) [v] 

 

EGGNOGS EGGGNOS EGGNOG, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

 

FAGGING AFGGGIN FAG, to make weary by hard work [v] 

FIGGING FGGGIIN FIG, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

FOGGAGE AEFGGGO second growth of grass [n -S] 

FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S] / FOG, to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface) [v] 

FUGGING FGGGINU FUG, to make stuffy and odorous [v] 

 

GAGGERS AEGGGRS GAGGER, one that gags (to stop up mouth) [n] 

GAGGLED ADEGGGL GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

GAGGLES AEGGGLS GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

GANGING AGGGINN GANG, to form into gang (group) [v] 

GAUGING AGGGINU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v] 

GIGGLED DEGGGIL GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIGGLER EGGGILR one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n -S] 

GIGGLES EGGGILS GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GLUGGED DEGGGLU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GOGGLED DEGGGLO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

GOGGLER EGGGLOR one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n -S] 

GOGGLES EGGGLOS GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

GONGING GGGINNO GONG, to make sound of gong (disk-shaped percussion instrument) [v] 

GORGING GGGINOR GORGE, to stuff with food [v] 

GOUGING GGGINOU GOUGE, to cut or scoop out [v] 

GUGGLED DEGGGLU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GUGGLES EGGGLSU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GUNGING GGGINNU GUNGE, to obstruct with gunky material [v] 

GURGING GGGINRU GURGE, to swirl (to move with whirling motion) [v] 

 

HAGGING AGGGHIN HAG, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HOGGING GGGHINO HOG, to take more than one's share [v] 

HUGGING GGGHINU HUG, to clasp tightly in arms [v] 

 

JAGGING AGGGIJN JAG, to cut unevenly [v] / JAGG [v] 

JIGGING GGGIIJN JIG, to bob (to move up and down) [v] 

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] / JOG, to run at slow, steady pace [v] 

JUGGING GGGIJNU JUG, to put into jug (large, deep container with narrow mouth and handle) [v] 
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KEGGING EGGGIKN KEG, to store in keg (small barrel) [v] 

 

LAGGING AGGGILN insulating material [n -S] / LAG, to stay or fall behind [v] 

LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S] / LEG, to move with legs (appendages that serve as means of support and locomotion) [v] 

LOGGING GGGILNO business of cutting down trees for timber [n -S] / LOG, to cut down trees for timber [v] 

LUGGAGE AEGGGLU articles containing traveler's belongings [n -S] 

LUGGING GGGILNU LUG, to carry or pull with effort [v] 

 

MOGGING GGGIMNO MOG, to move away [v] 

MUGGING GGGIMNU street assault or beating [n -S] / MUG, to assault with intent to rob [v] / MUGG, to make funny faces [v] 

 

NAGGING AGGGINN act of finding fault incessantly [n -S] / NAG, to find fault incessantly [v] 

NOGGING GGGINNO type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S] / NOG, to fill in space in wall with bricks [v] 

 

PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v] 

PIGGING GGGIINP PIG, to bear pigs (cloven-hoofed mammals) [v] 

PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S] / PUG, to fill in with clay or mortar [v] 

 

RAGGING AGGGINR technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S] / RAG, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

RIGGING GGGIINR system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n -S] / RIG, to put in proper condition for use [v] 

RUGGING GGGINRU RUG, to tear roughly [v] 

 

SAGGING AGGGINS SAG, to bend or sink downward from weight or pressure [v] 

 

TAGGING AGGGINT TAG, to provide with tag (identifying marker) [v] 

TOGGING GGGINOT TOG, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

TUGGING GGGINTU TUG, to pull with force [v] 

 

VEGGING EGGGINV VEG, to spend time idly [v] 

WAGGING AGGGINW WAG, to move briskly up and down or to and fro [v] 

 

WIGGING GGGIINW scolding (harsh reproof) [n -S] / WIG, to provide with wig (artificial covering of hair for head) [v] 

 

ZAGGING AGGGINZ ZAG, to turn sharply [v] 

ZIGGING GGGIINZ ZIG, to turn sharply [v] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

I 

BIKINIS BIIIKNS BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [n] 

BIMINIS BIIIMNS BIMINI, type of awning for yacht [n] 

BIRIANI ABIIINR biryani (Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice) [n -S] 

 

CRIMINI CIIIMNR cremini (brown mushroom) [n -S] 

 

FINIKIN FIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 
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GINGILI GGIIILN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

 

IDIOTIC CDIIIOT IDIOT, mentally deficient person [adj] 

ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES] 

ILLICIT CIIILLT not permitted (to allow (to put no obstacle in way of)) [adj] 

ILLITIC CIIILLT ILLITE, group of minerals [adj] 

INCIPIT CIIINPT opening words of text [n -S] 

INCIVIL CIIILNV discourteous [adj] 

INDICIA ACDIIIN distinctive mark [n -S] 

INHIBIN BHIIINN human hormone [n -S] 

INHIBIT BHIIINT to restrain or hold back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INITIAL AIIILNT to mark with first letters of one's name [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

INSIPID DIIINPS dull and uninteresting [adj -ER, -EST] 

IRIDIUM DIIIMRU metallic element [n -S] 

IRISING GIIINRS IRIS, to give form of rainbow to [v] 

 

LIPIDIC CDIIILP LIPID, any of class of fatty substances [adj] 

LIXIVIA AIIILVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [n] 

 

MILITIA AIIILMT citizen army [n -S] 

MINIKIN IIIKMNN small or dainty creature [n -S] 

MINISKI IIIKMNS short ski [n -S] 

 

OIDIOID DDIIIOO OIDIUM, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 

 

RIKISHI HIIIKRS sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI] 

RILIEVI EIIILRV RILIEVO, relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n] 

RIPIENI EIIINPR RIPIENO, tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n] 

 

SHIVITI HIIISTV plaque with Hebrew verse [n -S] 

SILICIC CCIIILS pertaining to silicon (nonmetallic element) [adj] 

SIMIOID DIIIMOS simious (pertaining to simians (ape or monkey)) [adj] 

 

VIVIFIC CFIIIVV vivifying [adj] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

L 

ALLELES AEELLLS ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [n] 

ALLELIC ACEILLL ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [adj] 

ALLHEAL AAEHLLL medicinal herb [n -S] 

ALLYLIC ACILLLY ALLYL, univalent radical [adj] 

 

BLELLUM BELLLMU babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

 

CELLULE CEELLLU small cell [n -S] 
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DIALLEL ADEILLL pertaining to genetic crossing [adj] 

 

FALLALS AAFLLLS FALLAL, showy article of dress [n] 

FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

GALLFLY AFGLLLY small insect [n -LIES] 

 

HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v] 

HALLELS AEHLLLS HALLEL, chant of praise [n] 

HOLDALL ADHLLLO carrying case [n -S] 

 

ILLEGAL AEGILLL person who enters country without authorization [n -S] 

 

JOLLILY IJLLLOY JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

 

LABELLA AABELLL LABELLUM, lower petal of orchid [n] 

LALLAND AADLLLN lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n -S] 

LALLANS AALLLNS LALLAN, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LALLING AGILLLN LALL, to articulate letter r as l [v] 

LAMELLA AAELLLM thin plate, scale, or membrane [n -E, -S] 

LAPILLI AIILLLP LAPILLUS, small fragment of lava [n] 

LATILLA AAILLLT peeled limb used in ceilings [n -S] 

LEGALLY AEGLLLY in lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) manner [adv] 

LEVELLY EELLLVY in even (flat and smooth) manner [adv] 

LINALOL AILLLNO linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n -S] 

LOCALLY ACLLLOY in particular area [adv] 

LOGROLL GLLLOOR to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOLLERS ELLLORS LOLLER, one that lolls (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [n] 

LOLLIES EILLLOS LOLLY, lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n] 

LOLLING GILLLNO LOLL, to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [v] 

LOLLOPS LLLOOPS LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v] 

LOLLOPY LLLOOPY characterized by bobbing motion [adj] 

LOWBALL ABLLLOW to give customer deceptively low price [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOWLILY ILLLOWY LOWLY, low in position or rank [adv] 

LOYALLY ALLLOYY in loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) manner [adv] 

LULLABY ABLLLUY to lull with soothing song [v -BIED, -ING, -BIES] 

LULLERS ELLLRSU LULLER, one that lulls (to cause to sleep or rest) [n] 

LULLING GILLLNU LULL, to cause to sleep or rest [v] 

 

PALLIAL AAILLLP pertaining to part of brain [adj] 

 

SILLILY IILLLSY SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adv] 

 

TALLOLS ALLLOST TALLOL, resinous liquid [n] 

 

WILLFUL FILLLUW bent on having one's own way [adj] 
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About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

N 

ANNONAS AANNNOS ANNONA, tropical tree [n] 

ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S] 

 

BANNING ABGINNN BAN, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

BINNING BGIINNN BIN, to store in large receptacle [v] 

 

CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S] / CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v] 

CANNONS ACNNNOS CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CONNING CGINNNO CON, to study carefully [v] / CONN, to direct steering of ship [v] 

CUNNING CGINNNU crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj -ER, -EST] / skill in deception [n -S] 

 

DENNING DEGINNN DEN, to live in lair [v] 

DINNING DGIINNN DIN, to make loud noise [v] 

DONNING DGINNNO DON, to put on [v] 

DUNNING DGINNNU DUN, to make demands upon for payment of debt [v] 

 

FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v] 

FENNING EFGINNN monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] 

FINNANS AFINNNS FINNAN, smoked haddock [n] 

FINNING FGIINNN FIN, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures) [v] 

FUNNING FGINNNU FUN, to act playfully [v] 

 

GENNING EGGINNN GEN, to provide or obtain information [v] 

GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S] / GIN, to begin (to start (to set out)) [v] 

GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S] / GUN, to shoot with gun (portable firearm) [v] 

 

INCONNU CINNNOU large food fish [n -S] 

INNINGS GIINNNS INNING, division of baseball game [n] / part of game of cricket [n -ES] 

 

KENNING EGIKNNN metaphorical compound word or phrase [n -S] / KEN, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

 

MANNANS AAMNNNS MANNAN, type of sugar [n] 

MANNING AGIMNNN MAN, to supply with men [v] 

MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

 

NANDINA AADINNN Asian shrub [n -S] 

NANDINS ADINNNS NANDIN, evergreen shrub [n] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n] 

NANNIED ADEINNN NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANNIES AEINNNS NANNIE, nanny [n] / NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NINEPIN EIINNNP wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

NINNIES EIINNNS NINNY, fool [n] 

NONAGON AGNNNOO nine-sided polygon [n -S] 
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NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

NONBANK ABKNNNO business that is not bank [n -S] 

NONFANS AFNNNOS NONFAN, person who is not fan (enthusiast) [n] 

NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj] 

NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]   

NONNEWS ENNNOSW not being news [adj] 

NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S] 

NUNNERY ENNNRUY religious house for nuns [n -RIES] 

NUNNISH HINNNSU of, pertaining to, or characteristic of nun [adj] 

 

PANNING AGINNNP PAN, to criticize harshly [v] 

PENNANT AENNNPT long, narrow flag [n -S] 

PENNINE EEINNNP mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PENNING EGINNNP PEN, to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink) [v] 

PENNONS ENNNOPS PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [n] 

PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

PUNNING GINNNPU act of making pun [n -S] / PUN, to make pun (play on words) [v] 

 

RENNINS EINNNRS RENNIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

RINNING GIINNNR RIN, to run or melt [v] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v] 

 

SINNING GIINNNS SIN, to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law) [v] 

SUNNING GINNNSU SUN, to expose to sun (star around which earth revolves) [v] 

SYNANON ANNNOSY method of group therapy for drug addicts [n -S] 

 

TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S] / TAN, to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals [v] 

TANNINS AINNNST TANNIN, chemical compound used in tanning [n] 

TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v] 

TUNNING GINNNTU TUN, to store in large cask [v] 

 

UNCANNY ACNNNUY strange and inexplicable [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] 

UNFUNNY FNNNUUY not funny (causing laughter or amusement) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] 

UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S] 

 

VANNING AGINNNV VAN, to transport in van (type of motor vehicle) [v] 

 

WANNING AGINNNW WAN, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WINNING GIINNNW tending to win [adj -EST] / money won in game or competition [n -S] / WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WONNING GINNNOW WON, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

 

YENNING EGINNNY YEN, to yearn (to have strong or deep desire) [v] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

O 

AMOROSO AMOOORS type of wine [n -S] 
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BOGWOOD BDGOOOW preserved tree wood [n -S] 

BONOBOS BBNOOOS BONOBO, anthropoid ape [n] 

BOOMBOX BBMOOOX portable radio and tape or compact disc player [n -ES] 

BOWWOOD BDOOOWW deciduous tree [n -S] 

BOXWOOD BDOOOWX evergreen shrub [n -S] 

BOYHOOD BDHOOOY state of being boy (male child) [n -S] 

 

COCOONS CCNOOOS COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 

COOKOFF CFFKOOO cooking contest [n -S] 

COOKOUT CKOOOTU meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n -S] 

COOKTOP CKOOOPT counter-top cooking apparatus [n -S] 

COROZOS COOORSZ COROZO, tropical palm tree [n] 

 

DOGWOOD DDGOOOW tree [n -S] 

DOOWOPS DOOOPSW DOOWOP, singing style [n] 

 

FOOTBOY BFOOOTY serving boy [n -S] 

FORSOOK FKOOORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v] 

 

GODHOOD DDGHOOO state of being god [n -S] 

GODROON DGNOOOR gadroon [n -S] 

GOOGOLS GGLOOOS GOOGOL, enormous number [n] 

GOSSOON GNOOOSS boy (male child) [n -S] 

 

HOLLOOS HLLOOOS HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOMOLOG GHLMOOO something that exhibits homology [n -S] 

HOOPOES EHOOOPS HOOPOE, European bird [n] 

HOOSGOW GHOOOSW hoosegow (jail) [n -S] 

HOTFOOT FHOOOTT to hurry (to move swiftly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

LOGBOOK BGKLOOO record book of ship or aircraft [n -S] 

LOGWOOD DGLOOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

LOOKOUT KLOOOTU one engaged in keeping watch [n -S] 

 

MONOCOT CMNOOOT type of seed plant [n -S] 

MONOLOG GLMNOOO to deliver monolog (lengthy speech by one person) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

MONOPOD DMNOOOP one-legged support for camera [n -S] 

MONSOON MNNOOOS seasonal wind [n -S] 

MOONBOW BMNOOOW rainbow formed by light from moon [n -S] 

MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S] 

MOROCCO CCMOOOR soft leather [n -S] 

 

NONBOOK BKNNOOO book of little literary merit [n -S] 

NONFOOD DFNNOOO pertaining to something other than food [adj] 

NONPOOR NNOOOPR not being poor [adj] 

NONWOOL LNNOOOW not made of wool [adj] 
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OBOVOID BDIOOOV ovoid with narrow end at base [adj] 

OCTOPOD CDOOOPT any of order of eight-armed mollusks [n -S] 

ODOROUS DOOORSU having odor (property of substance that affects sense of smell) [adj] 

OLICOOK CIKLOOO doughnut (ring-shaped cake) [n -S] 

OOGONIA AGINOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n] 

OOLOGIC CGILOOO OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [adj] 

OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n] 

OOSPORE EOOOPRS fertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OROLOGY GLOOORY study of mountains [n -GIES] 

OTOLOGY GLOOOTY science of ear [n -GIES] 

OUTCOOK CKOOOTU to surpass in cooking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTDOOR DOOORTU pertaining to open air [adj] 

OUTFOOL FLOOOTU to surpass in fooling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFOOT FOOOTTU to surpass in speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLOOK KLOOOTU point of view [n -S] 

OUTROOT OOORTTU to pull up by roots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OXBLOOD BDLOOOX deep red color [n -S] 

OZONOUS NOOOSUZ pertaining to ozone (form of oxygen) [adj] 

 

POCOSON CNOOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S] 

PONTOON NNOOOPT to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S] 

 

QUOMODO DMOOOQU means or manner [n -S] 

 

ROCKOON CKNOOOR small rocket [n -S] 

ROCOCOS CCOOORS ROCOCO, style of architecture and decoration [n] 

ROOFTOP FOOOPRT roof [n -S] 

ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S] 

 

SONHOOD DHNOOOS state of being son (male child) [n -S] 

SONOVOX NOOOSVX sound effects device [n -ES] 

 

TOMBOLO BLMOOOT sandbar connecting island to mainland [n -S] 

TOMFOOL FLMOOOT foolish person [n -S] 

TOOLBOX BLOOOTX box for tools [n -ES] 

 

WOODBOX BDOOOWX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES] 

WOODLOT DLOOOTW area restricted to growing of forest trees [n -S] 

 

ZOOLOGY GLOOOYZ science that deals with animals [n -GIES] 

ZOOTOMY MOOOTYZ dissection of animals [n -MIES] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 
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R 

ARMORER AEMORRR one that makes or repairs armor [n -S] 

ARRAYER AAERRRY one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n] 

ARRIVER AEIRRRV one that arrives (to reach destination) [n -S] 

 

BARRIER ABEIRRR obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n] 

BURRIER BEIRRRU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

 

CARRIER ACEIRRR one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n -S] 

CURRIER CEIRRRU one that curries leather [n -S] 

DREARER ADEERRR DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

 

FARRIER AEFIRRR one that shoes horses [n -S] 

FIRRIER EFIIRRR FIRRY, abounding in firs [adj] 

FURRIER EFIRRRU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] / one that deals in furs [n -S] 

 

HARRIER AEHIRRR hunting dog [n -S] 

HORRORS HOORRRS HORROR, feeling of intense fear or repugnance [n] 

HURRIER EHIRRRU one that hurries (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

 

MARRERS AEMRRRS MARRER, one that mars (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [n] 

MARRIER AEIMRRR one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n -S] 

MERRIER EEIMRRR MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MIRRORS IMORRRS MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

 

ORDERER DEEORRR one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n -S] 

 

PARRIER AEIPRRR one that parries (to ward off blow) [n -S] 

 

REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n] 

RECARRY ACERRRY to carry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S] 

REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n] 

 

SORRIER EIORRRS SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj] 

SPURRER EPRRRSU one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n -S] 

STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S] 

 

TARRIER AEIRRRT TARRY, resembling tar [adj] / one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n -S] 

TERRIER EEIRRRT small, active dog [n -S] 

TERROIR EIORRRT combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n -S] 

TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n] 
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WARRIOR AIORRRW one engaged or experienced in warfare [n -S] 

WORRIER EIORRRW one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n -S] 

 

A 

bout Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

S 

ABSCESS ABCESSS to form abscess (localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABYSSES ABESSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [n] 

AMASSES AAEMSSS AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v] 

ASCESES ACEESSS ASCESIS, conduct of ascetic [n] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASEPSES AEEPSSS ASEPSIS, condition of being aseptic [n] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic [n -SES] 

ASHLESS AEHLSSS having no ashes [adj] 

ASKESES AEEKSSS ASKESIS, ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

ASPISES AEIPSSS ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n] 

ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSIZES AEISSSZ ASSIZE, session of legislative or judicial body [n] 

ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ASSORTS AORSSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v] 

ASSUMES AEMSSSU ASSUME, to take on [v] 

ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

 

BASSEST ABESSST BASS, deep-sounding [adj] 

BASSETS ABESSST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

BASSIST ABISSST person who plays double bass [n -S] 

BIASSES ABEISSS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BLESSES BEELSSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

BLISSES BEILSSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] 

BOSSIES BEIOSSS BOSSY, cow [n] 

BOSSISM BIMOSSS control by political bosses [n -S] 

BRASSES ABERSSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRISSES BEIRSSS BRISS, bris (Jewish circumcision rite) [n] 

 

CASSIAS AACISSS CASSIA, variety of cinnamon [n] 

CHASSES ACEHSSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASSIS ACHISSS frame of car [n CHASSIS] 

CHESSES CEEHSSS CHESS, weed [n] 

CISSIES CEIISSS CISSY, sissy (effeminate man or boy) [n] 

CLASSES ACELSSS CLASSIS, governing body in certain churches [n] / CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SSES] 
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COSSETS CEOSSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

CRESSES CEERSSS CRESS, plant used in salads [n] 

CROSSES CEORSSS CROSSE, lacrosse stick [n] / CROSS, to intersect [v] 

CUISSES CEISSSU CUISSE, piece of armor for thigh [n] 

CUSSERS CERSSSU CUSSER, one that cusses (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n] 

 

DASSIES ADEISSS DASSIE, hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n] 

DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DISCUSS CDISSSU to talk over or write about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISMISS DIIMSSS to permit or cause to leave [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISUSES DEISSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DOSSALS ADLOSSS DOSSAL, ornamental cloth hung behind altar [n] 

DOSSELS DELOSSS DOSSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DOSSERS DEORSSS DOSSER, basket carried on back [n] 

DOSSILS DILOSSS DOSSIL, cloth roll for wiping ink [n] 

DRESSES DEERSSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DROSSES DEORSSS DROSS, waste matter [n] 

 

ESSOINS EINOSSS ESSOIN, excuse [n] 

EYASSES AEESSSY EYASS, eyas (young hawk) [n] 

 

FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FOSSILS FILOSSS FOSSIL, remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust [n] 

FRASSES AEFRSSS FRASS, debris made by insects [n] 

FUSSERS EFRSSSU FUSSER, one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details) [n] 

 

GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj] 

GASSERS AEGRSSS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n] 

GAUSSES AEGSSSU GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n] 

GESSOES EEGOSSS GESSO, plaster mixture [n] 

GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLISSES EGILSSS GLISSE, dance step [n] 

GLOSSAS AGLOSSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOSSES EGLOSSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GOSSANS AGNOSSS GOSSAN, type of decomposed rock [n] 

GOSSIPS GIOPSSS GOSSIP, to talk idly about affairs of others [v] 

GRASSES AEGRSSS GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v] 

GROSSES EGORSSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 

GUESSES EEGSSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUSSETS EGSSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v] 

GUSSIES EGISSSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

 

HASSELS AEHLSSS HASSEL, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

HASSLES AEHLSSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

HISSERS EHIRSSS HISSER, one that hisses (to make sibilant sound) [n] 

HISSIES EHIISSS HISSY, tantrum (fit of rage) [n] 

HOSTESS EHOSSST to act as hostess (woman who entertains socially) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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HUSSARS AHRSSSU HUSSAR, cavalry soldier [n] 

HUSSIES EHISSSU HUSSY, lewd woman [n] 

HYSSOPS HOPSSSY HYSSOP, medicinal herb [n] 

 

INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

ISSUERS EIRSSSU ISSUER, one that issues (to come forth) [n] 

 

JASSIDS ADIJSSS JASSID, any of family of plant pests [n] 

KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [n] 

 

KOUSSOS KOOSSSU KOUSSO, cusso (Ethiopian tree) [n] 

KVASSES AEKSSSV KVASS, Russian beer [n] 

 

LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] / LASSY, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

LASSOES AELOSSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LESSENS EELNSSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LESSONS ELNOSSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v] 

LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n] 

LOESSES EELOSSS LOESS, soil deposit [n] 

LUSUSES ELSSSUU LUSUS, abnormality (abnormity (departure from ordinary type)) [n] 

 

MASSIFS AFIMSSS MASSIF, principal mountain mass [n] 

MESSANS AEMNSSS MESSAN, lapdog (small dog) [n] 

MISSALS AILMSSS MISSAL, prayer book [n] 

MISSAYS AIMSSSY MISSAY, to say (to utter (to give audible expression to)) incorrectly [v] 

MISSELS EILMSSS MISSEL, European thrush [n] 

MISSETS EIMSSST MISSET, to set (to put in particular position) incorrectly [v] 

MISSIES EIIMSSS MISSY, young girl [n] 

MISUSES EIMSSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MOSSERS EMORSSS MOSSER, one that gathers or works with moss [n] 

MOUSSES EMOSSSU MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v] 

MUSSELS ELMSSSU MUSSEL, bivalve mollusk [n] 

MYSOSTS MOSSSTY MYSOST, mild cheese [n] 

 

OSMOSES EMOOSSS OSMOSIS, form of diffusion of fluid through membrane [n] / OSMOSE, to undergo osmosis [v] 

OSMOSIS IMOOSSS form of diffusion of fluid through membrane [n -SES] 

OSSEINS EINOSSS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n] 

OSSEOUS EOOSSSU resembling bone [adj] 

OSTOSES EOOSSST OSTOSIS, formation of bone [n] 

OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

OYESSES EEOSSSY OYES, oyez (cry used to introduce opening of court of law) [n] 

 

PASSELS AELPSSS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n] 

PASSERS AEPRSSS PASSER, one that passes (to go by) [n] 

PISSERS EIPRSSS PISSER, offensive word [n] 

PLISSES EILPSSS PLISSE, puckered texture of cloth [n] 
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PLUSSES ELPSSSU PLUS, additional quantity [n] 

POSSETS EOPSSST POSSET, hot, spiced drink [n] 

POSSUMS MOPSSSU POSSUM, opossum (arboreal mammal) [n] 

PRESSES EEPRSSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRISSES EIPRSSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

PROSSES EOPRSSS PROSS, prostitute [n] 

PUSSIES EIPSSSU PUSSY, cat [n] 

 

QUASSES AEQSSSU QUASS, kvass (Russian beer) [n] 

 

RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RISUSES EIRSSSU RISUS, grin or laugh [n] 

RUSSETS ERSSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 

 

SADISMS ADIMSSS SADISM, tendency to take delight in inflicting pain [n] 

SADISTS ADISSST SADIST, one marked by sadism [n] 

SADNESS ADENSSS state of being sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [n -ES] 

SAMOSAS AAMOSSS SAMOSA, filled pastry turnover [n] 

SAMSHUS AHMSSSU SAMSHU, Chinese liquor [n] 

SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n] 

SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n] 

SAPLESS AELPSSS lacking vitality (exuberant physical strength or mental vigor) [adj] 

SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n] 

SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n] 

SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n] 

SASHAYS AAHSSSY SASHAY, to flounce (to move with exaggerated motions) [v] 

SASSABY AABSSSY African antelope [n -BIES] 

SASSIER AEIRSSS SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SASSILY AILSSSY in sassy (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) manner [adv] 

SASSING AGINSSS SASS, to talk impudently to [v] 

SAXISTS AISSSTX SAXIST, saxophone player [n] 

SCHISMS CHIMSSS SCHISM, division into opposing parties [n] 

SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n] 

SCISSOR CIORSSS to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCOUSES CEOSSSU SCOUSE, type of meat stew [n] 

SEASONS AENOSSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES] 

SEESAWS AEESSSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

SEISINS EIINSSS SEISIN, seizin (legal possession of land) [n] 

SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n] 

SELSYNS ELNSSSY SELSYN, type of remote-control device [n] 

SEMISES EEIMSSS SEMIS, SEMI, freight trailer [n] 

SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SEROSAS AEORSSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 
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SESAMES AEEMSSS SESAME, East Indian plant [n] 

SESSILE EEILSSS permanently attached [adj] 

SESSION EINOSSS meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S] 

SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n] 

SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n] 

SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism [n] 

SEXLESS EELSSSX lacking sexual characteristics [adj] 

SHASTAS AAHSSST SHASTA, flowering plant [n] 

SHUSHES EHHSSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES] 

SIESTAS AEISSST SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n] 

SIKSIKS IIKKSSS SIKSIK, Arctic ground squirrel [n] 

SINLESS EILNSSS free from sin [adj] 

SINUSES EINSSSU SINUS, cranial cavity [n] 

SISKINS IIKNSSS SISKIN, Eurasian finch [n] 

SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SITUSES EISSSTU SITUS, position or location [n] 

SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES] 

SKOSHES EHKOSSS SKOSH, small amount [n] 

SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj] 

SLASHES AEHLSSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLOSHES EHLOSSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLUSHES EHLSSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SLYNESS ELNSSSY quality or state of being sly [n -ES] 

SMASHES AEHMSSS SMASH, to shatter violently [v] 

SMUSHES EHMSSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

SNASHES AEHNSSS SNASH, abusive language [n] 

SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n] 

SONLESS ELNOSSS having no son [adj] 

SOROSES EOORSSS SOROSIS, women's club or society [n] 

SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES] 

SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

SPEISES EEIPSSS SPEISE, speiss (metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores) [n] 

SPENSES EENPSSS SPENSE, spence (pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils)) [n] 

SPOUSES EOPSSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

STASHES AEHSSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

SUBBASS ABBSSSU pedal stop producing lowest tones of organ [n -ES] 

SUBMISS BIMSSSU inclined to submit [adj] 

SUBSETS BESSSTU SUBSET, mathematical set contained within larger set [n] 

SUBSIST BISSSTU to continue to exist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCESS CCESSSU attainment of something desired or intended [n -ES] 

SUCCUSS CCSSSUU to shake violently [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n] 

SUMLESS ELMSSSU too large for calculation [adj] 

SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj] 
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SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, to end (to terminate) [v] 

SURPASS APRSSSU to go beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUSLIKS IKLSSSU SUSLIK, Eurasian rodent [n] 

SUSSING GINSSSU SUSS, to figure out or check out [v] 

SWASHES AEHSSSW SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWISHES EHISSSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v] 

SYCOSES CEOSSSY SYCOSIS, inflammatory disease of hair follicles [n] 

SYCOSIS CIOSSSY inflammatory disease of hair follicles [n -SES] 

SYNESIS EINSSSY type of grammatical construction [n -ES] 

SYSTEMS EMSSSTY SYSTEM, group of interacting elements forming unified whole [n] 

 

TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n] 

TASSIES AEISSST TASSIE, tass (drinking cup) [n] 

TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TOSSERS EORSSST TOSSER, one that tosses (to throw lightly) [n] 

TOSSUPS OPSSSTU TOSSUP, even choice or chance [n] 

TRASSES AERSSST TRASS, volcanic rock [n] 

TRESSES EERSSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRUSSES ERSSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TSETSES EESSSTT TSETSE, African fly [n] 

TSKTSKS KKSSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n] 

TUSSAHS AHSSSTU TUSSAH, Asian silkworm [n] 

TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSEHS EHSSSTU TUSSEH, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSLES ELSSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

 

USELESS EELSSSU serving no purpose [adj] 

 

VASSALS AALSSSV VASSAL, person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance [n] 

VESSELS EELSSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [n] 

 

WISEASS AEISSSW wiseacre (pretentiously wise person) [n -ES] 

WRASSES AERSSSW WRASSE, marine fish [n] 

WUSSIES EISSSUW WUSSY, wuss (wimp (weak, ineffectual person)) [n] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

T 

ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v] 

 

ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj] 

 

FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj] 

FITTEST EFISTTT FIT, healthy (having good health) [adj] 

 

GUTTATE AEGTTTU resembling drop [adj] 

 

HOTTEST EHOSTTT HOT, having high temperature [adj] 

 

OCTETTE CEEOTTT octet (group of eight) [n -S] 

OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

 

PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj] 

 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

 

STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S] 

STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S] 

STETTED DEESTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STOTTED DEOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TE] 

STRETTE EERSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n] 

STRETTI EIRSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n] 

STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TI, -S] 

STUTTER ERSTTTU to speak with spasmodic repetition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj] 

TARTLET AELRTTT small pie [n -S] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TATTERS AERSTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TATTIER AEIRTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TATTIES AEISTTT TATTIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

TATTILY AILTTTY in tatty (shabby (ragged (tattered))) manner [adv] 

TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S] / TAT, to make tatting [v] 

TATTLED ADELTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTLER AELRTTT one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S] 

TATTLES AELSTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTOOS AOOSTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj] 

TECTITE CEEITTT tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n -S] 

TEKTITE EEIKTTT glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n -S] 

TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S] 

TETOTUM EMOTTTU teetotum (spinning toy) [n -S] 
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TETTERS EERSTTT TETTER, skin disease [n] 

TITBITS BIISTTT TITBIT, tidbit (choice bit of food) [n] 

TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S] 

TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S] 

TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TITTERS EIRSTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTIES EIISTTT TITTIE, sister [n] / TITTY, teat (mammary gland) [n] 

TITTLES EILSTTT TITTLE, very small mark in writing or printing [n] 

TITTUPS IPSTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v] 

TOFUTTI FIOTTTU trademark [n -S] 

TOMTITS IMOSTTT TOMTIT, any of various small active birds [n] 

TONETTE EENOTTT simple flute [n -S] 

TOTTERS EORSTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOTTERY EORTTTY shaky (shaking) [adj] 

TOTTIES EIOSTTT TOTTY, sexually desirable woman [n] 

TOTTING GINOTTT TOT, to total (to ascertain entire amount of) [v] 

TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

TROTTED DEORTTT TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S] 

TUTTIES EISTTTU TUTTY, impure zinc oxide [n] 

TUTTING GINTTTU TUT, to utter exclamation of impatience [v] 

TWATTLE AELTTTW to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWITTED DEITTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

TWITTER EIRTTTW to utter succession of chirping sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TZITZIT IITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIT] 

 

VITTATE AEITTTV VITTA, streak or band of color [adj] 

 

WATTEST AESTTTW WAT, wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [adj] 

WETTEST EESTTTW WET, covered or saturated with liquid [adj] 

 

 

About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s 

U 

CUMULUS CLMSUUU type of cloud [n -LI, -ES] 

 

FUMULUS FLMSUUU thin cloud [n FUMULI] 

 

JUGULUM GJLMUUU part of bird's neck [n -LA] 

JUJUTSU JJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

 

TUMULUS LMSTUUU mound over grave [n -LI, -ES] 

 

UNUSUAL ALNSUUU not usual [adj] 
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	A
	ABASIAS AAABISS ABASIA, defect in muscular coordination in walking [n]
	ABAXIAL AAABILX situated away from axis [adj]
	ABFARAD AAABDFR unit of capacitance [n -S]
	ABOMASA AAABMOS ABOMASUM, fourth stomach of ruminant [n]
	ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n]
	ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E]
	ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S]
	ACAUDAL AAACDLU having no tail [adj]
	ACRASIA AAACIRS lack of self-control [n -S]
	ADAGIAL AAADGIL ADAGE, traditional saying expressing common observation [adj]
	ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S]
	ADAXIAL AAADILX situated on same side as [adj]
	AGGADAH AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH]
	AGGADAS AAADGGS AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n]
	AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA]
	AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S]
	ALAMEDA AAADELM shaded walkway [n -S]
	ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n]
	ALBATAS AAABLST ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n]
	ALCAZAR AAACLRZ Spanish fortress or palace [n -S]
	ALFALFA AAAFFLL plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n -S]
	ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S]
	ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n]
	ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S]
	AMALGAM AAAGLMM alloy of mercury with another metal [n -S]
	AMANITA AAAIMNT any of genus of poisonous fungi [n -S]
	ANAEMIA AAAEIMN anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S]
	ANAGRAM AAAGMNR to transpose letters of word or phrase to form new one [v -MMED, -MMING, -S]
	ANALGIA AAAGILN inability to feel pain [n -S]
	ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n]
	ANATASE AAAENST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S]
	APANAGE AAAEGNP appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n -S]
	APHAGIA AAAGHIP inability to swallow [n -S]
	APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S]
	APLANAT AAALNPT type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S]
	APLASIA AAAILPS defective development of organ or part [n -S]
	APPARAT AAAPPRT political organization [n -S]
	APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S]
	AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n]
	ARABICA AAABCIR evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n -S]
	ARAROBA AAABORR Brazilian tree [n -S]
	ARCADIA AAACDIR region of simple pleasure and quiet [n -S]
	ARCHAEA AAACEHR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] / large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA]
	AREAWAY AAAERWY sunken area leading to basement entrance [n -S]
	ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n]
	ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n]
	AROWANA AAANORW tropical fish [n -S]
	ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S]
	ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]
	ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S]
	ASRAMAS AAAMRSS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n]
	ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S]
	ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S]
	ATABALS AAABLST ATABAL, type of drum [n]
	ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S]
	ATAMANS AAAMNST ATAMAN, hetman (cossack leader) [n]
	ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES]
	ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n]
	AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n]
	AZALEAS AAAELSZ AZALEA, flowering shrub [n]
	BAASKAP AAABKPS policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n -S]
	BACALAO AAABCLO baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S]
	BACCALA AAABCCL codfish (marine food fish) [n -S]
	BACCARA AAABCCR baccarat (card game) [n -S]
	BAKLAVA AAABKLV Turkish pastry [n -S]
	BAKLAWA AAABKLW baklava (Turkish pastry) [n -S]
	BALATAS AAABLST BALATA, tropical tree [n]
	BANANAS AAABNNS BANANA, edible fruit [n]
	BANDANA AAABDNN bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n -S]
	BATATAS AAABSTT BATATA, sweet potato [n]
	BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n]
	CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n]
	CABANAS AAABCNS CABANA, small cabin [n]
	CABBALA AAABBCL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S]
	CACHACA AAACCCH Brazilian liquor [n -S]
	CALAMAR AAACLMR calamary (squid) [n -S]
	CANASTA AAACNST card game [n -S]
	CANTALA AAACLNT tropical plant [n -S]
	CANTATA AAACNTT vocal composition [n -S]
	CARABAO AAABCOR water buffalo [n -S]
	CARACAL AAACCLR African lynx [n -S]
	CARAMBA AAABCMR used to express surprise or dismay [interj]
	CARAPAX AAACPRX carapace (hard, protective outer covering) [n -ES]
	CARAVAN AAACNRV to travel in group [v -ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S]
	CARAWAY AAACRWY herb used in cooking [n -S]
	CASABAS AAABCSS CASABA, variety of melon [n]
	CASAVAS AAACSSV CASAVA, cassava (tropical plant) [n]
	CASCARA AAACCRS medicinal tree bark [n -S]
	CASSABA AAABCSS casaba (variety of melon) [n -S]
	CASSATA AAACSST Italian ice cream [n -S]
	CASSAVA AAACSSV tropical plant [n -S]
	CATALPA AAACLPT tree [n -S]
	CATAWBA AAABCTW variety of fox grape [n -S]
	CAVALLA AAACLLV large food fish [n -S]
	CHALAZA AAACHLZ band of tissue in egg [n -E, -S]
	DAMIANA AAADIMN tropical American shrub [n -S]
	FALBALA AAABFLL trimming for woman's garment [n -S]
	FARADAY AAADFRY unit of electricity [n -S]
	FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj]
	GALABIA AAABGIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S]
	GALANGA AAAGGLN galangal (medicinal plant) [n -S]
	GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S]
	GAZANIA AAAGINZ South African herb [n -S]
	GUARANA AAAGNRU South American shrub [n -S]
	HAFTARA AAAFHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH]
	HAGGADA AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH]
	HALACHA AAACHHL legal part of Talmud [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH]
	HALAKAH AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KOTH]
	HALAKHA AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT]
	HALALAH AAAHHLL halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n -S]
	HALALAS AAAHLLS HALALA, Saudi Arabian coin [n]
	HALAVAH AAAHHLV halvah (Turkish confection) [n -S]
	HAMADAS AAADHMS HAMADA, hammada (desert plateau of bedrock) [n]
	HAMATSA AAAHMST dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S]
	HAMMADA AAADHMM desert plateau of bedrock [n -S]
	HARIANA AAAHINR breed of cattle [n -S]
	HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n]
	JACAMAR AAACJMR tropical bird [n -S]
	JACANAS AAACJNS JACANA, wading bird [n]
	KABAKAS AAABKKS KABAKA, Ugandan emperor [n]
	KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n]
	KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n]
	KABBALA AAABBKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S]
	KAMALAS AAAKLMS KAMALA, Asian tree [n]
	KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n]
	LAMBADA AAABDLM Brazilian dance [n -S]
	LANTANA AAALNNT tropical shrub [n -S]
	LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S]
	LATAKIA AAAIKLT variety of Turkish tobacco [n -S]
	LAYAWAY AAALWYY item that has been reserved with down payment [n -S]
	MACADAM AAACDMM type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S]
	MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S]
	MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S]
	MAGMATA AAAGMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [n]
	MAHATMA AAAHMMT Hindu sage [n -S]
	MAJAGUA AAAGJMU tropical tree [n -S]
	MALACCA AAACCLM cane of Asian rattan palm [n -S]
	MALANGA AAAGLMN yautia (tropical plant) [n -S]
	MALARIA AAAILMR infectious disease [n -S]
	MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S]
	MANANAS AAAMNNS MANANA, tomorrow (day following today) [n]
	MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S]
	MARACAS AAACMRS MARACA, percussion instrument [n]
	MARANTA AAAMNRT tropical plant [n -S]
	MARASCA AAACMRS wild cherry [n -S]
	MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n]
	MARSALA AAALMRS Sicilian wine [n -S]
	MASALAS AAALMSS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n]
	MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S]
	NAGANAS AAAGNNS NAGANA, disease of horses in Africa [n]
	NIAGARA AAAGINR outpouring or deluge [n -S]
	PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S]
	PAJAMAS AAAJMPS PAJAMA, garment for sleeping or lounging [n]
	PALABRA AAABLPR word [n -S]
	PALAPAS AAALPPS PALAPA, open-sided dwelling with roof of palm leaves [n]
	PALATAL AAALLPT bone of palate [n -S]
	PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S]
	PANADAS AAADNPS PANADA, thick sauce [n]
	PANAMAS AAAMNPS PANAMA, lightweight hat [n]
	PAPADAM AAADMPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S]
	PAPAYAN AAANPPY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [adj]
	PAPAYAS AAAPPSY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [n]
	PARATHA AAAHPRT piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n -S]
	PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n]
	PATAGIA AAAGIPT PATAGIUM, wing membrane of bat [n]
	PATAMAR AAAMPRT sailing vessel [n -S]
	PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S]
	PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S]
	QABALAH AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S]
	QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n]
	RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S]
	RAMADAS AAADMRS RAMADA, roofed, open-sided shelter [n]
	RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S]
	RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S]
	SAGAMAN AAAGMNS writer of sagas [n -MEN]
	SALAAMS AAALMSS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v]
	SAMARAS AAAMRSS SAMARA, dry, one-seeded fruit [n]
	SAMSARA AAAMRSS cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n -S]
	SARDANA AAADNRS Spanish folk dance [n -S]
	SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n]
	SAVANNA AAANNSV flat, treeless grassland [n -S]
	SHAHADA AAADHHS Muslim profession of faith [n -S]
	TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA]
	TAMARAO AAAMORT tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n -S]
	TAMARAU AAAMRTU small buffalo of Philippines [n -S]
	TAMASHA AAAHMST public entertainment in India [n -S]
	TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n MATAMBALA, -S]
	TAMPALA AAALMPT annual herb [n -S]
	TANTARA AAANRTT sound of trumpet or horn [n -S]
	TARAMAS AAAMRST TARAMA, Greek paste of fish roe, garlic, lemon juice, and olive oil [n]
	TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S]
	TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S]
	TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile [n -S]
	WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S]
	WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S]
	YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S]
	YATAGAN AAAGNTY yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S]
	ZAMARRA AAAMRRZ sheepskin coat [n -S]
	ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	D
	ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv]
	ADDENDA AADDDEN ADDENDUM, something added or to be added [n]
	ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n]
	ADDUCED ACDDDEU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v]
	BRADDED ABDDDER BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v]
	BUDDIED BDDDEIU BUDDY, to become close friends [v]
	CADDIED ACDDDEI CADDIE, to serve as golfer's assistant [v] / CADDY [v]
	CLADDED ACDDDEL CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v]
	CODDLED CDDDELO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v]
	CRUDDED CDDDERU CRUD, to curd (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v]
	CUDDLED CDDDELU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v]
	DADDIES ADDDEIS DADDY, father [n]
	DADDLES ADDDELS DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v]
	DANDLED ADDDELN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v]
	DAWDLED ADDDELW DAWDLE, to waste time [v]
	DECIDED CDDDEEI DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v]
	DECODED CDDDEEO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v]
	DEDENDA ADDDEEN DEDENDUM, root of gear tooth [n]
	DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v]
	DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v]
	DEMODED DDDEEMO out-of-date [adj]
	DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v]
	DEODAND ADDDENO property forfeited to crown under former English law [n -S]
	DERIDED DDDEEIR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v]
	DIDDLER DDDEILR one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S]
	DIDDLES DDDEILS DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v]
	DIDDLEY DDDEILY diddly (least amount) [n -S]
	DIDDUMS DDDIMSU used to express sympathy to child [interj]
	DINDLED DDDEILN DINDLE, to tingle (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [v]
	DIVIDED DDDEIIV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v]
	DODDERS DDDEORS DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v]
	DODDERY DDDEORY feeble (weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) [adj]
	DODDLES DDDELOS DODDLE, easy task [n]
	DOODADS ADDDOOS DOODAD, article whose name is unknown or forgotten [n]
	DOODLED DDDELOO DOODLE, to draw or scribble aimlessly [v]
	DREADED ADDDEER DREAD, to fear greatly [v]
	DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DRUDGED DDDEGRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v]
	FIDDLED DDDEFIL FIDDLE, to play violin [v]
	FUDDLED DDDEFLU FUDDLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v]
	GIDDIED DDDEGII GIDDY, to make giddy [v]
	GLADDED ADDDEGL GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v]
	GRIDDED DDDEGIR GRID, to put into or set out as framework of bars or lines [v]
	HODADDY ADDDHOY hodad (one who is not surfer) [n -DDIES]
	HUDDLED DDDEHLU HUDDLE, to crowd together [v]
	MEDDLED DDDEELM MEDDLE, to interest oneself in what is not one's concern [v]
	MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v]
	MUDDIED DDDEIMU MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v]
	MUDDLED DDDELMU MUDDLE, to mix in disordered manner [v]
	NODDLED DDDELNO NODDLE, to nod frequently [v]
	PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v]
	PEDDLED DDDEELP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v]
	PIDDLED DDDEILP PIDDLE, to waste time [v]
	PLODDED DDDELOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v]
	PRODDED DDDEOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v]
	PUDDLED DDDELPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v]
	QUADDED ADDDEQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v]
	RADDLED ADDDELR RADDLE, to weave together [v]
	READDED ADDDEER READD, to add again [v]
	REDDLED DDDEELR REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v]
	RIDDLED DDDEILR RIDDLE, to pierce with many holes [v]
	RUDDIED DDDEIRU RUDDY, to make ruddy [v]
	RUDDLED DDDELRU RUDDLE, to color with red dye [v]
	SADDLED ADDDELS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v]
	SCUDDED CDDDESU SCUD, to run or move swiftly [v]
	SHEDDED DDDEEHS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v]
	SKEDDED DDDEEKS SKED, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v]
	SKIDDED DDDEIKS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v]
	SLEDDED DDDEELS SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v]
	SNEDDED DDDEENS SNED, to prune (to cut off branches or parts from) [v]
	SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v]
	STUDDED DDDESTU STUD, to set thickly with small projections [v]
	THUDDED DDDEHTU THUD, to make dull, heavy sound [v]
	TODDLED DDDELOT TODDLE, to walk unsteadily [v]
	UDDERED DDDEERU UDDER, mammary gland [adj]
	UNADDED ADDDENU not added (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) [adj]
	WADDIED ADDDEIW WADDY, to strike with thick club [v]
	WADDLED ADDDELW WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v]
	WHIDDED DDDEHIW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v]
	WIDDLED DDDEILW WIDDLE, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	E
	ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v]
	ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S]
	BEBEERU BBEEERU tropical tree [n -S]
	BEDEMEN BDEEEMN BEDEMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n]
	BEDEWED BDDEEEW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v]
	BEECHEN BCEEEHN BEECH, type of tree [adj]
	BEECHES BCEEEHS BEECH, type of tree [n]
	BEEDIES BDEEEIS BEEDI, bidi (cigarette of India) [n]
	BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj]
	BEEHIVE BEEEHIV hive for bees [n -S]
	BEELIKE BEEEIKL resembling bee (winged insect) [adj]
	BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S]
	BEEPERS BEEEPRS BEEPER, signaling device [n]
	BEERIER BEEEIRR BEERY, affected by beer [adj]
	BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v]
	BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S]
	BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v]
	BEEZERS BEEERSZ BEEZER, nose [n]
	BEJEWEL BEEEJLW to adorn with jewels [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	BELIEVE BEEEILV to accept as true or real [v -D, -VING, -S]
	BELLEEK BEEEKLL very thin translucent porcelain [n -S]
	BENDEES BDEEENS BENDEE, bendy (okra (tall annual herb)) [n]
	BENZENE BEEENNZ volatile liquid [n -S]
	BEREAVE ABEEERV to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -EFT -VING, -S]
	BERGERE BEEEGRR upholstered armchair [n -S]
	BERSEEM BEEEMRS clover (plant) [n -S]
	BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -S]
	BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v]
	BESIEGE BEEEGIS to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BETWEEN BEEENTW in space that separates [prep]
	BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v]
	BEVELER BEEELRV one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n -S]
	BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v]
	BLEEDER BDEEELR one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n -S]
	BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v]
	BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S]
	BREEDER BDEEERR one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n -S]
	BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v]
	BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v]
	CELESTE CEEELST celesta (keyboard instrument) [n -S]
	CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v]
	CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v]
	CHEEPER CEEEHPR one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n -S]
	CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v]
	CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S]
	CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v]
	CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v]
	CLEEKED CDEEEKL CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v]
	CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v]
	CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v]
	CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S]
	CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S]
	CREESES CEEERSS CREESE, kris (short sword) [n]
	DEADEYE ADDEEEY expert marksman [n -S]
	DECEASE ACDEEES to die (to cease living) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v]
	DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S]
	DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v]
	DEEDIER DDEEEIR DEEDY, industrious [adj]
	DEEPENS DEEENPS DEEPEN, to make deep [v]
	DEEPEST DEEEPST DEEP, extending far down from surface [adj]
	DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S]
	DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj]
	DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n]
	DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DEMESNE DEEEMNS legal possession of land as one's own [n -S]
	DEPLETE DEEELPT to lessen or exhaust supply of [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v]
	DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v]
	DESEXES DEEESSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v]
	DETENTE DEEENTT easing of international tension [n -S]
	DETERGE DEEEGRT to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DEVELED DDEEELV DEVEL, to strike forcibly [v]
	DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S]
	DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S]
	DYEWEED DDEEEWY shrub that yields yellow dye [n -S]
	EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj]
	EASELED ADEEELS EASEL, three-legged frame [adj]
	ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S]
	ECUMENE CEEEMNU inhabited area [n -S]
	EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj]
	EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj]
	EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj]
	EGESTED DEEEGST EGEST, to discharge from body [v]
	EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v]
	EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S]
	ELECTED CDEEELT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v]
	ELEGIES EEEGILS ELEGY, mournful poem for one who is dead [n]
	ELEGISE EEEGILS to elegize (to write elegy) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	ELEGIZE EEEGILZ to write elegy [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	ELEMENT EEELMNT substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n -S]
	ELEVATE AEEELTV to raise (to move to higher position) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ELEVENS EEELNSV ELEVEN, number [n]
	EMENDED DDEEEMN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v]
	EMENDER DEEEMNR one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n -S]
	EMERGED DEEEGMR EMERGE, to come out into view [v]
	EMERGES EEEGMRS EMERGE, to come out into view [v]
	EMERIES EEEIMRS EMERY, granular corundum [n]
	EMERSED DEEEMRS standing out of water [adj]
	EMETINE EEEIMNT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S]
	EMEUTES EEEMSTU EMEUTE, riot [n]
	ENEMIES EEEIMNS ENEMY, one that is antagonistic toward another [n]
	ENFEVER EEEFNRV to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENNUYEE EEENNUY ennuye (oppressed with ennui) [adj]
	ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S]
	ENTERED DEEENRT ENTER, to come or go into [v]
	ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S]
	ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n]
	ENWHEEL EEEHLNW to encircle (to form circle around) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S]
	EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S]
	EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n]
	EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S]
	EPIGENE EEEGINP occurring near surface of earth [adj]
	EPIMERE EEEIMPR part of embryo [n -S]
	EPOPEES EEEOPPS EPOPEE, epic poem [n]
	ERECTED CDEEERT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v]
	ERECTER CEEERRT erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S]
	EREMITE EEEIMRT hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -S]
	ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S]
	ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S]
	ESSENCE CEEENSS fundamental nature or quality [n -S]
	ESTEEMS EEEMSST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v]
	ESTHETE EEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S]
	ETAGERE AEEEGRT ornamental stand [n -S]
	ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n]
	EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S]
	EVACUEE ACEEEUV one that is evacuated [n -S]
	EVENERS EEENRSV EVENER, one that evens (to make even) [n]
	EVENEST EEENSTV EVEN, flat and smooth [adj]
	EVENTER EEENRTV horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S]
	EVERTED DEEERTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v]
	EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S]
	EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v]
	EXCRETE CEEERTX to separate and eliminate from organic body [v -D, -TING, -S]
	EXECUTE CEEETUX to carry out [v -D, -TING, -S]
	EXEDRAE ADEEERX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n]
	EXERGUE EEEGRUX space on coin [n -S]
	EXERTED DEEERTX EXERT, to put into action [v]
	EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S]
	EXTERNE EEENRTX extern (nonresident of institution) [n -S]
	EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S]
	EYEABLE ABEEELY EYE, to watch closely [adj]
	EYEBEAM ABEEEMY glance [n -S]
	EYEHOLE EEEHLOY small opening [n -S]
	EYELESS EEELSSY lacking eyes (organ of sight) [adj]
	EYELETS EEELSTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v]
	EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj]
	EYESOME EEEMOSY pleasant to look at [adj]
	EYESORE EEEORSY something offensive to sight [n -S]
	EYEWEAR AEEERWY device worn on or over eyes [n EYEWEAR]
	FEDAYEE ADEEEFY Arab commando [n -N]
	FEDEXED DDEEEFX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v]
	FEDEXES DEEEFSX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v]
	FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [adj]
	FEEDERS DEEEFRS FEEDER, one that feeds (to pay fee (fixed charge) to) [n]
	FEELERS EEEFLRS FEELER, tactile organ [n]
	FEELESS EEEFLSS requiring no fee [adj]
	FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S]
	FEVERED DEEEFRV FEVER, to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature) [v]
	FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v]
	FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S]
	FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v]
	FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v]
	FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v]
	FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj]
	FORESEE EEEFORS to see in advance [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S]
	FREEBIE BEEEFIR something given or received without charge [n -S]
	FREEMEN EEEFMNR FREEMAN, one who is free [n]
	FREEZER EEEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S]
	FREEZES EEEFRSZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat [v]
	GEEKIER EEEGIKR GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj]
	GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n]
	GENESES EEEGNSS GENESIS, origin (coming into being) [n]
	GENETTE EEEGNTT genet (carnivorous mammal) [n -S]
	GENTEEL EEEGLNT well-bred or refined [adj -ER, -EST]
	GLEEKED DEEEGKL GLEEK, to gibe (to jeer (to mock (to ridicule))) [v]
	GLEEMEN EEEGLMN GLEEMAN, minstrel (medieval musician) [n]
	GLEETED DEEEGLT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v]
	GREENED DEEEGNR GREEN, to become green [v]
	GREENER EEEGNRR GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj]
	GREENIE EEEGINR amphetamine pill [n -S]
	GREETED DEEEGRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v]
	GREETER EEEGRRT one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n -S]
	HEEDERS DEEEHRS HEEDER, one that heeds (to pay attention to) [n]
	HEELERS EEEHLRS HEELER, one that puts heels on shoes [n]
	HEREDES DEEEHRS HERES, HERE, this place [n]
	HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S]
	JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj]
	JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S]
	JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n]
	JEEZELY EEEJLYZ jeezly (used as intensifier) [adj]
	JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n]
	JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S]
	JEWELED DEEEJLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v]
	JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S]
	JEZEBEL BEEEJLZ scheming, wicked woman [n -S]
	KEELAGE AEEEGKL amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n -S]
	KEENERS EEEKNRS KEENER, one that keens (to wail loudly over dead) [n]
	KEENEST EEEKNST KEEN, enthusiastic [adj]
	KEEPERS EEEKPRS KEEPER, one that keeps (to continue to possess) [n]
	KEESTER EEEKRST keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n -S]
	KEGELER EEEGKLR kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n -S]
	KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n]
	KLEENEX EEEKLNX trademark [n -ES]
	KNEELED DEEEKLN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v]
	KNEELER EEEKLNR one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n -S]
	LEECHED CDEEEHL LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v]
	LEECHES CEEEHLS LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v]
	LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj]
	LEGATEE AEEEGLT inheritor of legacy [n -S]
	LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n]
	LEVELED DEEELLV LEVEL, to make even [v]
	LEVELER EEELLRV one that levels (to make even) [n -S]
	LEVERED DEEELRV LEVER, to move with lever (rigid body used to lift weight) [v]
	LEVERET EEELRTV young hare [n -S]
	LEXEMES EEELMSX LEXEME, linguistic unit [n]
	LIBELEE BEEEILL defendant in type of lawsuit [n -S]
	MEDRESE DEEEMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S]
	MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj]
	MEETERS EEEMRST MEETER, one that meets (to come into company or presence of) [n]
	MENTEES EEEMNST MENTEE, one who is being mentored [n]
	MERGEES EEEGMRS MERGEE, company acquired by merger [n]
	MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n]
	METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v]
	NEEDERS DEEENRS NEEDER, one that needs (to have urgent or essential use for) [n]
	NEEDIER DEEEINR NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj]
	NEEDLED DDEEELN NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v]
	NEEDLER DEEELNR one that needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S]
	NEEDLES DEEELNS NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v]
	NEMESES EEEMNSS NEMESIS, formidable opponent [n]
	NEOGENE EEEGNNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj]
	OFFEREE EEEFFOR one to whom offer is made [n -S]
	OVERSEE EEEORSV to watch over and direct [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S]
	PEELERS EEELPRS PEELER, one that peels (to strip off outer covering of) [n]
	PEEPERS EEEPPRS PEEPER, one that peeps (to utter short, shrill cry) [n]
	PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S]
	PEERESS EEEPRSS noblewoman [n -ES]
	PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n]
	PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n]
	PENTENE EEENNPT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S]
	PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S]
	PETERED DEEEPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v]
	PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S]
	PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S]
	PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S]
	PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v]
	PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S]
	PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj]
	PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S]
	QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v]
	QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v]
	QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj]
	REBREED BDEEERR to breed again [v -RED, -ING, -S]
	RECEDED CDDEEER RECEDE, to move back or away [v]
	RECEDES CDEEERS RECEDE, to move back or away [v]
	RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REDEEMS DEEEMRS REDEEM, to buy back [v]
	REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n]
	REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj]
	REEDMEN DEEEMNR REEDMAN, one who plays reed instrument [n]
	REEFERS EEEFRRS REEFER, one that reefs (to reduce area of sail) [n]
	REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj]
	REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEKERS EEEKRRS REEKER, one that reeks (to give off strong, unpleasant odor) [n]
	REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj]
	REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n]
	REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REESTED DEEERST REEST, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v]
	REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S]
	REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	REFEEDS DEEEFRS REFEED, to feed again [v]
	REFEELS EEEFLRS REFEEL, to feel again [v]
	REFENCE CEEEFNR to fence again [v -D, -CING, -S]
	REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S]
	REGREEN EEEGNRR to green again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGREET EEEGRRT to greet in return [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REHEELS EEEHLRS REHEEL, to heel again [v]
	REKEYED DEEEKRY REKEY, to key again [v]
	RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RELEVES EEELRSV RELEVE, raising onto toe in ballet [n]
	RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S]
	REMEETS EEEMRST REMEET, to meet again [v]
	REMERGE EEEGMRR to merge again [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RENEGED DEEEGNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	RENEGER EEEGNRR one that reneges (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [n -S]
	RENEGES EEEGNRS RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RENEWED DEEENRW RENEW, to make new or as if new again [v]
	RENEWER EEENRRW one that renews (to make new or as if new again) [n -S]
	REPLETE EEELPRT worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n -S]
	RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S]
	RESEEDS DEEERSS RESEED, to seed again [v]
	RESEEKS EEEKRSS RESEEK, to seek again [v]
	RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S]
	RESEWED DEEERSW RESEW, to sew again [v]
	RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n]
	RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S]
	RETWEET EEERTTW to tweet message again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REVELED DEEELRV REVEL, to engage in revelry [v]
	REVELER EEELRRV one that revels (to engage in revelry) [n -S]
	REVENGE EEEGNRV to inflict injury in return for [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S]
	REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v]
	REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S]
	REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v]
	REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -RIES]
	REVERSE EEERRSV to turn or move in opposite direction [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -ING, -S]
	SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S]
	SECEDED CDDEEES SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v]
	SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S]
	SECEDES CDEEESS SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v]
	SECRETE CEEERST to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj]
	SEEDBED BDDEEES land prepared for seeding [n -S]
	SEEDERS DEEERSS SEEDER, one that seeds (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [n]
	SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj]
	SEEDMEN DEEEMNS SEEDMAN, seedsman (dealer in seeds) [n]
	SEEKERS EEEKRSS SEEKER, one that seeks (to go in search of) [n]
	SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n]
	SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S]
	SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj]
	SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES]
	SEETHED DEEEHST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v]
	SEETHES EEEHSST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v]
	SEMEMES EEEMMSS SEMEME, meaning of morpheme [n]
	SENESCE CEEENSS to grow old [v -D, -CING, -S]
	SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj]
	SERENES EEENRSS SERENE, serene condition or expanse [n]
	SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n]
	SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v]
	SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj]
	SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v]
	SHEBEEN BEEEHNS place where liquor is sold illegally [n -S]
	SHEENED DEEEHNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v]
	SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S]
	SHEERED DEEEHRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v]
	SHEERER EEEHRRS SHEER, of very thin texture [adj]
	SHEETED DEEEHST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v]
	SHEETER EEEHRST one that sheets (to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material)) [n -S]
	SHEEVES EEEHSSV SHEEVE, grooved pulley wheel [n]
	SHEREEF EEEFHRS sherif (Arab ruler) [n -S]
	SKEETER EEEKRST skeet shooter [n -S]
	SLEEKED DEEEKLS SLEEK, to make sleek [v]
	SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SLEEKER EEEKLRS SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] / one that sleeks (to make sleek) [n -S]
	SLEEPER EEELPRS one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n -S]
	SLEETED DEEELST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v]
	SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v]
	SLEEVES EEELSSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v]
	SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v]
	SNEERED DEEENRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v]
	SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S]
	SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v]
	SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S]
	SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v]
	SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v]
	SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S]
	SPEELED DEEELPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v]
	SPEERED DEEEPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v]
	SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	STEEKED DEEEKST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v]
	STEELED DEEELST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v]
	STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S]
	STEEPED DEEEPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v]
	STEEPEN EEENPST to make steep [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	STEEPER EEEPRST STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] / one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n -S]
	STEEPLE EEELPST to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v -D, -LING, -S]
	STEERED DEEERST STEER, to direct course of [v]
	STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S]
	STEEVED DEEESTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v]
	STEEVES EEESSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v]
	STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj]
	SWEENEY EEENSWY sweeny (atrophy of shoulder muscles in horses) [n -S]
	SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S]
	SWEETEN EEENSTW to make sweet [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SWEETER EEERSTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj]
	SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S]
	TEEMERS EEEMRST TEEMER, one that teems (to be full to overflowing) [n]
	TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj]
	TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n]
	TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v]
	TEETHED DEEEHTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v]
	TEETHER EEEHRTT object for baby to bite on during teething [n -S]
	TEETHES EEEHSTT TEETHE, to cut teeth [v]
	TELEMEN EEELMNT TELEMAN, naval officer [n]
	TELESES EEELSST TELESIS, planned progress [n]
	TELEXED DEEELTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v]
	TELEXES EEELSTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v]
	TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n]
	TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n]
	TERPENE EEENPRT chemical compound [n -S]
	TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S]
	TERRENE EEENRRT land area [n -S]
	TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n]
	TWEEDLE DEEELTW to perform casually on musical instrument [v -D, -LING, -S]
	TWEENER EEENRTW player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n -S]
	TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S]
	TWEETED DEEETTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v]
	TWEETER EEERTTW loudspeaker designed to reproduce high-pitched sounds [n -S]
	TWEEZED DEEETWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v]
	TWEEZER EEERTWZ pincerlike tool [n -S]
	TWEEZES EEESTWZ TWEEZE, to pluck with tweezer [v]
	UKELELE EEEKLLU ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n -S]
	UNREEVE EEENRUV to withdraw rope from opening [v -D, -ROVE, -ROVEN, -ING, -S]
	VEDETTE DEEETTV small boat used for scouting [n -S]
	VEERIES EEEIRSV VEERY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n]
	VENDEES DEEENSV VENDEE, buyer (one that buys (to purchase)) [n]
	VENEERS EEENRSV VENEER, to overlay with thin layers of material [v]
	VENENES EEENNSV VENENE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n]
	VESTEES EEESSTV VESTEE, garment worn under woman's jacket or blouse [n]
	WEBFEET BEEEFTW WEBFOOT, foot having toes joined by membrane [n]
	WEDELED DDEEELW WEDEL, to perform wedeln [v]
	WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S]
	WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n]
	WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj]
	WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	WEENIES EEEINSW WEENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n]
	WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n]
	WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj]
	WEEPIES EEEIPSW WEEPIE, very maudlin movie [n]
	WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n]
	WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S]
	WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v]
	WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S]
	WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S]
	WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v]
	WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S]
	WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v]
	WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S]
	WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	G
	BAGGAGE AABEGGG luggage (articles containing traveler's belongings) [n -S]
	BAGGING ABGGGIN material for making bags [n -S] / BAG, to put into bag (flexible container) [v]
	BEGGING BEGGGIN BEG, to plead (to ask for earnestly) [v]
	BIGGING BGGGIIN biggin (house) [n -S]
	BOGGING BGGGINO BOG, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v]
	BUGGING BGGGINU BUG, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v]
	COGGING CGGGINO COG, to cheat at dice [v]
	DIGGING DGGGIIN DIG, to break up, turn over, or remove earth [v]
	DOGGING DGGGINO DOG, to follow after like dog (domesticated, carnivorous mammal) [v]
	EGGNOGS EGGGNOS EGGNOG, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n]
	FAGGING AFGGGIN FAG, to make weary by hard work [v]
	FIGGING FGGGIIN FIG, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v]
	FOGGAGE AEFGGGO second growth of grass [n -S]
	FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S] / FOG, to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface) [v]
	FUGGING FGGGINU FUG, to make stuffy and odorous [v]
	GAGGERS AEGGGRS GAGGER, one that gags (to stop up mouth) [n]
	GAGGLED ADEGGGL GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v]
	GAGGLES AEGGGLS GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v]
	GANGING AGGGINN GANG, to form into gang (group) [v]
	GAUGING AGGGINU GAUGE, to measure precisely [v]
	GIGGLED DEGGGIL GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v]
	GIGGLER EGGGILR one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n -S]
	GIGGLES EGGGILS GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v]
	GLUGGED DEGGGLU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v]
	GOGGLED DEGGGLO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v]
	GOGGLER EGGGLOR one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n -S]
	GOGGLES EGGGLOS GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v]
	GONGING GGGINNO GONG, to make sound of gong (disk-shaped percussion instrument) [v]
	GORGING GGGINOR GORGE, to stuff with food [v]
	GOUGING GGGINOU GOUGE, to cut or scoop out [v]
	GUGGLED DEGGGLU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v]
	GUGGLES EGGGLSU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v]
	GUNGING GGGINNU GUNGE, to obstruct with gunky material [v]
	GURGING GGGINRU GURGE, to swirl (to move with whirling motion) [v]
	HAGGING AGGGHIN HAG, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v]
	HOGGING GGGHINO HOG, to take more than one's share [v]
	HUGGING GGGHINU HUG, to clasp tightly in arms [v]
	JAGGING AGGGIJN JAG, to cut unevenly [v] / JAGG [v]
	JIGGING GGGIIJN JIG, to bob (to move up and down) [v]
	JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] / JOG, to run at slow, steady pace [v]
	JUGGING GGGIJNU JUG, to put into jug (large, deep container with narrow mouth and handle) [v]
	KEGGING EGGGIKN KEG, to store in keg (small barrel) [v]
	LAGGING AGGGILN insulating material [n -S] / LAG, to stay or fall behind [v]
	LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S] / LEG, to move with legs (appendages that serve as means of support and locomotion) [v]
	LOGGING GGGILNO business of cutting down trees for timber [n -S] / LOG, to cut down trees for timber [v]
	LUGGAGE AEGGGLU articles containing traveler's belongings [n -S]
	LUGGING GGGILNU LUG, to carry or pull with effort [v]
	MOGGING GGGIMNO MOG, to move away [v]
	MUGGING GGGIMNU street assault or beating [n -S] / MUG, to assault with intent to rob [v] / MUGG, to make funny faces [v]
	NAGGING AGGGINN act of finding fault incessantly [n -S] / NAG, to find fault incessantly [v]
	NOGGING GGGINNO type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S] / NOG, to fill in space in wall with bricks [v]
	PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v]
	PIGGING GGGIINP PIG, to bear pigs (cloven-hoofed mammals) [v]
	PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S] / PUG, to fill in with clay or mortar [v]
	RAGGING AGGGINR technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S] / RAG, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v]
	RIGGING GGGIINR system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n -S] / RIG, to put in proper condition for use [v]
	RUGGING GGGINRU RUG, to tear roughly [v]
	SAGGING AGGGINS SAG, to bend or sink downward from weight or pressure [v]
	TAGGING AGGGINT TAG, to provide with tag (identifying marker) [v]
	TOGGING GGGINOT TOG, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v]
	TUGGING GGGINTU TUG, to pull with force [v]
	VEGGING EGGGINV VEG, to spend time idly [v]
	WAGGING AGGGINW WAG, to move briskly up and down or to and fro [v]
	WIGGING GGGIINW scolding (harsh reproof) [n -S] / WIG, to provide with wig (artificial covering of hair for head) [v]
	ZAGGING AGGGINZ ZAG, to turn sharply [v]
	ZIGGING GGGIINZ ZIG, to turn sharply [v]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	I
	BIKINIS BIIIKNS BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [n]
	BIMINIS BIIIMNS BIMINI, type of awning for yacht [n]
	BIRIANI ABIIINR biryani (Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice) [n -S]
	CRIMINI CIIIMNR cremini (brown mushroom) [n -S]
	FINIKIN FIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj]
	GINGILI GGIIILN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S]
	IDIOTIC CDIIIOT IDIOT, mentally deficient person [adj]
	ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES]
	ILLICIT CIIILLT not permitted (to allow (to put no obstacle in way of)) [adj]
	ILLITIC CIIILLT ILLITE, group of minerals [adj]
	INCIPIT CIIINPT opening words of text [n -S]
	INCIVIL CIIILNV discourteous [adj]
	INDICIA ACDIIIN distinctive mark [n -S]
	INHIBIN BHIIINN human hormone [n -S]
	INHIBIT BHIIINT to restrain or hold back [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	INITIAL AIIILNT to mark with first letters of one's name [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	INSIPID DIIINPS dull and uninteresting [adj -ER, -EST]
	IRIDIUM DIIIMRU metallic element [n -S]
	IRISING GIIINRS IRIS, to give form of rainbow to [v]
	LIPIDIC CDIIILP LIPID, any of class of fatty substances [adj]
	LIXIVIA AIIILVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [n]
	MILITIA AIIILMT citizen army [n -S]
	MINIKIN IIIKMNN small or dainty creature [n -S]
	MINISKI IIIKMNS short ski [n -S]
	OIDIOID DDIIIOO OIDIUM, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj]
	RIKISHI HIIIKRS sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI]
	RILIEVI EIIILRV RILIEVO, relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n]
	RIPIENI EIIINPR RIPIENO, tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n]
	SHIVITI HIIISTV plaque with Hebrew verse [n -S]
	SILICIC CCIIILS pertaining to silicon (nonmetallic element) [adj]
	SIMIOID DIIIMOS simious (pertaining to simians (ape or monkey)) [adj]
	VIVIFIC CFIIIVV vivifying [adj]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	L
	ALLELES AEELLLS ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [n]
	ALLELIC ACEILLL ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [adj]
	ALLHEAL AAEHLLL medicinal herb [n -S]
	ALLYLIC ACILLLY ALLYL, univalent radical [adj]
	BLELLUM BELLLMU babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S]
	CELLULE CEELLLU small cell [n -S]
	DIALLEL ADEILLL pertaining to genetic crossing [adj]
	FALLALS AAFLLLS FALLAL, showy article of dress [n]
	FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GALLFLY AFGLLLY small insect [n -LIES]
	HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v]
	HALLELS AEHLLLS HALLEL, chant of praise [n]
	HOLDALL ADHLLLO carrying case [n -S]
	ILLEGAL AEGILLL person who enters country without authorization [n -S]
	JOLLILY IJLLLOY JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv]
	LABELLA AABELLL LABELLUM, lower petal of orchid [n]
	LALLAND AADLLLN lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n -S]
	LALLANS AALLLNS LALLAN, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n]
	LALLING AGILLLN LALL, to articulate letter r as l [v]
	LAMELLA AAELLLM thin plate, scale, or membrane [n -E, -S]
	LAPILLI AIILLLP LAPILLUS, small fragment of lava [n]
	LATILLA AAILLLT peeled limb used in ceilings [n -S]
	LEGALLY AEGLLLY in lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) manner [adv]
	LEVELLY EELLLVY in even (flat and smooth) manner [adv]
	LINALOL AILLLNO linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n -S]
	LOCALLY ACLLLOY in particular area [adv]
	LOGROLL GLLLOOR to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LOLLERS ELLLORS LOLLER, one that lolls (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [n]
	LOLLIES EILLLOS LOLLY, lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n]
	LOLLING GILLLNO LOLL, to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner) [v]
	LOLLOPS LLLOOPS LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v]
	LOLLOPY LLLOOPY characterized by bobbing motion [adj]
	LOWBALL ABLLLOW to give customer deceptively low price [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LOWLILY ILLLOWY LOWLY, low in position or rank [adv]
	LOYALLY ALLLOYY in loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) manner [adv]
	LULLABY ABLLLUY to lull with soothing song [v -BIED, -ING, -BIES]
	LULLERS ELLLRSU LULLER, one that lulls (to cause to sleep or rest) [n]
	LULLING GILLLNU LULL, to cause to sleep or rest [v]
	PALLIAL AAILLLP pertaining to part of brain [adj]
	SILLILY IILLLSY SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adv]
	TALLOLS ALLLOST TALLOL, resinous liquid [n]
	WILLFUL FILLLUW bent on having one's own way [adj]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	N
	ANNONAS AANNNOS ANNONA, tropical tree [n]
	ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S]
	BANNING ABGINNN BAN, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v]
	BINNING BGIINNN BIN, to store in large receptacle [v]
	CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S] / CAN, to put in can (cylindrical container) [v]
	CANNONS ACNNNOS CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v]
	CONNING CGINNNO CON, to study carefully [v] / CONN, to direct steering of ship [v]
	CUNNING CGINNNU crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj -ER, -EST] / skill in deception [n -S]
	DENNING DEGINNN DEN, to live in lair [v]
	DINNING DGIINNN DIN, to make loud noise [v]
	DONNING DGINNNO DON, to put on [v]
	DUNNING DGINNNU DUN, to make demands upon for payment of debt [v]
	FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v]
	FENNING EFGINNN monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n]
	FINNANS AFINNNS FINNAN, smoked haddock [n]
	FINNING FGIINNN FIN, to equip with fins (external paddle-like structures) [v]
	FUNNING FGINNNU FUN, to act playfully [v]
	GENNING EGGINNN GEN, to provide or obtain information [v]
	GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S] / GIN, to begin (to start (to set out)) [v]
	GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S] / GUN, to shoot with gun (portable firearm) [v]
	INCONNU CINNNOU large food fish [n -S]
	INNINGS GIINNNS INNING, division of baseball game [n] / part of game of cricket [n -ES]
	KENNING EGIKNNN metaphorical compound word or phrase [n -S] / KEN, to know (to have true understanding of) [v]
	MANNANS AAMNNNS MANNAN, type of sugar [n]
	MANNING AGIMNNN MAN, to supply with men [v]
	MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S]
	NANDINA AADINNN Asian shrub [n -S]
	NANDINS ADINNNS NANDIN, evergreen shrub [n]
	NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S]
	NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n]
	NANNIED ADEINNN NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v]
	NANNIES AEINNNS NANNIE, nanny [n] / NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v]
	NINEPIN EIINNNP wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S]
	NINNIES EIINNNS NINNY, fool [n]
	NONAGON AGNNNOO nine-sided polygon [n -S]
	NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n]
	NONBANK ABKNNNO business that is not bank [n -S]
	NONFANS AFNNNOS NONFAN, person who is not fan (enthusiast) [n]
	NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj]
	NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]
	NONNEWS ENNNOSW not being news [adj]
	NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S]
	NUNNERY ENNNRUY religious house for nuns [n -RIES]
	NUNNISH HINNNSU of, pertaining to, or characteristic of nun [adj]
	PANNING AGINNNP PAN, to criticize harshly [v]
	PENNANT AENNNPT long, narrow flag [n -S]
	PENNINE EEINNNP mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	PENNING EGINNNP PEN, to write with pen (instrument for writing with fluid ink) [v]
	PENNONS ENNNOPS PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [n]
	PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v]
	PUNNING GINNNPU act of making pun [n -S] / PUN, to make pun (play on words) [v]
	RENNINS EINNNRS RENNIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	RINNING GIINNNR RIN, to run or melt [v]
	RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S] / RUN, to move by rapid steps [v]
	SINNING GIINNNS SIN, to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law) [v]
	SUNNING GINNNSU SUN, to expose to sun (star around which earth revolves) [v]
	SYNANON ANNNOSY method of group therapy for drug addicts [n -S]
	TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S] / TAN, to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals [v]
	TANNINS AINNNST TANNIN, chemical compound used in tanning [n]
	TINNING GIINNNT TIN, to coat with tin (metallic element) [v]
	TUNNING GINNNTU TUN, to store in large cask [v]
	UNCANNY ACNNNUY strange and inexplicable [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST]
	UNFUNNY FNNNUUY not funny (causing laughter or amusement) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST]
	UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S]
	VANNING AGINNNV VAN, to transport in van (type of motor vehicle) [v]
	WANNING AGINNNW WAN, WIN, to be victorious [v]
	WINNING GIINNNW tending to win [adj -EST] / money won in game or competition [n -S] / WIN, to be victorious [v]
	WONNING GINNNOW WON, WIN, to be victorious [v]
	YENNING EGINNNY YEN, to yearn (to have strong or deep desire) [v]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	O
	AMOROSO AMOOORS type of wine [n -S]
	BOGWOOD BDGOOOW preserved tree wood [n -S]
	BONOBOS BBNOOOS BONOBO, anthropoid ape [n]
	BOOMBOX BBMOOOX portable radio and tape or compact disc player [n -ES]
	BOWWOOD BDOOOWW deciduous tree [n -S]
	BOXWOOD BDOOOWX evergreen shrub [n -S]
	BOYHOOD BDHOOOY state of being boy (male child) [n -S]
	COCOONS CCNOOOS COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v]
	COOKOFF CFFKOOO cooking contest [n -S]
	COOKOUT CKOOOTU meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n -S]
	COOKTOP CKOOOPT counter-top cooking apparatus [n -S]
	COROZOS COOORSZ COROZO, tropical palm tree [n]
	DOGWOOD DDGOOOW tree [n -S]
	DOOWOPS DOOOPSW DOOWOP, singing style [n]
	FOOTBOY BFOOOTY serving boy [n -S]
	FORSOOK FKOOORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v]
	GODHOOD DDGHOOO state of being god [n -S]
	GODROON DGNOOOR gadroon [n -S]
	GOOGOLS GGLOOOS GOOGOL, enormous number [n]
	GOSSOON GNOOOSS boy (male child) [n -S]
	HOLLOOS HLLOOOS HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v]
	HOMOLOG GHLMOOO something that exhibits homology [n -S]
	HOOPOES EHOOOPS HOOPOE, European bird [n]
	HOOSGOW GHOOOSW hoosegow (jail) [n -S]
	HOTFOOT FHOOOTT to hurry (to move swiftly) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LOGBOOK BGKLOOO record book of ship or aircraft [n -S]
	LOGWOOD DGLOOOW tropical tree [n -S]
	LOOKOUT KLOOOTU one engaged in keeping watch [n -S]
	MONOCOT CMNOOOT type of seed plant [n -S]
	MONOLOG GLMNOOO to deliver monolog (lengthy speech by one person) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S]
	MONOPOD DMNOOOP one-legged support for camera [n -S]
	MONSOON MNNOOOS seasonal wind [n -S]
	MOONBOW BMNOOOW rainbow formed by light from moon [n -S]
	MOONDOG DGMNOOO bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n -S]
	MOROCCO CCMOOOR soft leather [n -S]
	NONBOOK BKNNOOO book of little literary merit [n -S]
	NONFOOD DFNNOOO pertaining to something other than food [adj]
	NONPOOR NNOOOPR not being poor [adj]
	NONWOOL LNNOOOW not made of wool [adj]
	OBOVOID BDIOOOV ovoid with narrow end at base [adj]
	OCTOPOD CDOOOPT any of order of eight-armed mollusks [n -S]
	ODOROUS DOOORSU having odor (property of substance that affects sense of smell) [adj]
	OLICOOK CIKLOOO doughnut (ring-shaped cake) [n -S]
	OOGONIA AGINOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n]
	OOLOGIC CGILOOO OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [adj]
	OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n]
	OOSPORE EOOOPRS fertilized egg within oogonium [n -S]
	OROLOGY GLOOORY study of mountains [n -GIES]
	OTOLOGY GLOOOTY science of ear [n -GIES]
	OUTCOOK CKOOOTU to surpass in cooking [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTDOOR DOOORTU pertaining to open air [adj]
	OUTFOOL FLOOOTU to surpass in fooling [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTFOOT FOOOTTU to surpass in speed [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTLOOK KLOOOTU point of view [n -S]
	OUTROOT OOORTTU to pull up by roots [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OXBLOOD BDLOOOX deep red color [n -S]
	OZONOUS NOOOSUZ pertaining to ozone (form of oxygen) [adj]
	POCOSON CNOOOPS pocosin (upland swamp) [n -S]
	PONTOON NNOOOPT to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S]
	QUOMODO DMOOOQU means or manner [n -S]
	ROCKOON CKNOOOR small rocket [n -S]
	ROCOCOS CCOOORS ROCOCO, style of architecture and decoration [n]
	ROOFTOP FOOOPRT roof [n -S]
	ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES]
	ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S]
	SONHOOD DHNOOOS state of being son (male child) [n -S]
	SONOVOX NOOOSVX sound effects device [n -ES]
	TOMBOLO BLMOOOT sandbar connecting island to mainland [n -S]
	TOMFOOL FLMOOOT foolish person [n -S]
	TOOLBOX BLOOOTX box for tools [n -ES]
	WOODBOX BDOOOWX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES]
	WOODLOT DLOOOTW area restricted to growing of forest trees [n -S]
	ZOOLOGY GLOOOYZ science that deals with animals [n -GIES]
	ZOOTOMY MOOOTYZ dissection of animals [n -MIES]
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	R
	ARMORER AEMORRR one that makes or repairs armor [n -S]
	ARRAYER AAERRRY one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S]
	ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n]
	ARRIVER AEIRRRV one that arrives (to reach destination) [n -S]
	BARRIER ABEIRRR obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n -S]
	BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n]
	BURRIER BEIRRRU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj]
	CARRIER ACEIRRR one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n -S]
	CURRIER CEIRRRU one that curries leather [n -S]
	DREARER ADEERRR DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj]
	FARRIER AEFIRRR one that shoes horses [n -S]
	FIRRIER EFIIRRR FIRRY, abounding in firs [adj]
	FURRIER EFIRRRU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] / one that deals in furs [n -S]
	HARRIER AEHIRRR hunting dog [n -S]
	HORRORS HOORRRS HORROR, feeling of intense fear or repugnance [n]
	HURRIER EHIRRRU one that hurries (to move swiftly) [n -S]
	MARRERS AEMRRRS MARRER, one that mars (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [n]
	MARRIER AEIMRRR one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n -S]
	MERRIER EEIMRRR MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj]
	MIRRORS IMORRRS MIRROR, to reflect image of [v]
	ORDERER DEEORRR one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n -S]
	PARRIER AEIPRRR one that parries (to ward off blow) [n -S]
	REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n]
	RECARRY ACERRRY to carry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES]
	REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES]
	REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S]
	REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S]
	ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n]
	SORRIER EIORRRS SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj]
	SPURRER EPRRRSU one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n -S]
	STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S]
	TARRIER AEIRRRT TARRY, resembling tar [adj] / one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n -S]
	TERRIER EEIRRRT small, active dog [n -S]
	TERROIR EIORRRT combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n -S]
	TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n]
	WARRIOR AIORRRW one engaged or experienced in warfare [n -S]
	WORRIER EIORRRW one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n -S]
	A
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	S
	ABSCESS ABCESSS to form abscess (localized collection of pus surrounded by inflamed tissue) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ABYSSES ABESSSY ABYSS, bottomless chasm [n]
	AMASSES AAEMSSS AMASS, to gather (to bring together into one place or group) [v]
	ASCESES ACEESSS ASCESIS, conduct of ascetic [n]
	ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES]
	ASEPSES AEEPSSS ASEPSIS, condition of being aseptic [n]
	ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic [n -SES]
	ASHLESS AEHLSSS having no ashes [adj]
	ASKESES AEEKSSS ASKESIS, ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n]
	ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES]
	ASPISES AEIPSSS ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n]
	ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v]
	ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v]
	ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v]
	ASSIGNS AGINSSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v]
	ASSIZES AEISSSZ ASSIZE, session of legislative or judicial body [n]
	ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v]
	ASSORTS AORSSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v]
	ASSUMES AEMSSSU ASSUME, to take on [v]
	ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v]
	BASSEST ABESSST BASS, deep-sounding [adj]
	BASSETS ABESSST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v]
	BASSIST ABISSST person who plays double bass [n -S]
	BIASSES ABEISSS BIAS, to prejudice [v]
	BLESSES BEELSSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v]
	BLISSES BEILSSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v]
	BOSSEST BEOSSST BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj]
	BOSSIES BEIOSSS BOSSY, cow [n]
	BOSSISM BIMOSSS control by political bosses [n -S]
	BRASSES ABERSSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v]
	BRISSES BEIRSSS BRISS, bris (Jewish circumcision rite) [n]
	CASSIAS AACISSS CASSIA, variety of cinnamon [n]
	CHASSES ACEHSSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v]
	CHASSIS ACHISSS frame of car [n CHASSIS]
	CHESSES CEEHSSS CHESS, weed [n]
	CISSIES CEIISSS CISSY, sissy (effeminate man or boy) [n]
	CLASSES ACELSSS CLASSIS, governing body in certain churches [n] / CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v]
	CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SSES]
	COSSETS CEOSSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v]
	CRESSES CEERSSS CRESS, plant used in salads [n]
	CROSSES CEORSSS CROSSE, lacrosse stick [n] / CROSS, to intersect [v]
	CUISSES CEISSSU CUISSE, piece of armor for thigh [n]
	CUSSERS CERSSSU CUSSER, one that cusses (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n]
	DASSIES ADEISSS DASSIE, hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n]
	DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v]
	DISCUSS CDISSSU to talk over or write about [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DISMISS DIIMSSS to permit or cause to leave [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DISUSES DEISSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v]
	DOSSALS ADLOSSS DOSSAL, ornamental cloth hung behind altar [n]
	DOSSELS DELOSSS DOSSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n]
	DOSSERS DEORSSS DOSSER, basket carried on back [n]
	DOSSILS DILOSSS DOSSIL, cloth roll for wiping ink [n]
	DRESSES DEERSSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v]
	DROSSES DEORSSS DROSS, waste matter [n]
	ESSOINS EINOSSS ESSOIN, excuse [n]
	EYASSES AEESSSY EYASS, eyas (young hawk) [n]
	FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v]
	FOSSILS FILOSSS FOSSIL, remains of animal or plant preserved in earth's crust [n]
	FRASSES AEFRSSS FRASS, debris made by insects [n]
	FUSSERS EFRSSSU FUSSER, one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details) [n]
	GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj]
	GASSERS AEGRSSS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n]
	GAUSSES AEGSSSU GAUSS, unit of magnetic induction [n]
	GESSOES EEGOSSS GESSO, plaster mixture [n]
	GLASSES AEGLSSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v]
	GLISSES EGILSSS GLISSE, dance step [n]
	GLOSSAS AGLOSSS GLOSSA, tongue [n]
	GLOSSES EGLOSSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v]
	GOSSANS AGNOSSS GOSSAN, type of decomposed rock [n]
	GOSSIPS GIOPSSS GOSSIP, to talk idly about affairs of others [v]
	GRASSES AEGRSSS GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v]
	GROSSES EGORSSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v]
	GUESSES EEGSSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v]
	GUSSETS EGSSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v]
	GUSSIES EGISSSU GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v]
	HASSELS AEHLSSS HASSEL, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n]
	HASSLES AEHLSSS HASSLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v]
	HISSERS EHIRSSS HISSER, one that hisses (to make sibilant sound) [n]
	HISSIES EHIISSS HISSY, tantrum (fit of rage) [n]
	HOSTESS EHOSSST to act as hostess (woman who entertains socially) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	HUSSARS AHRSSSU HUSSAR, cavalry soldier [n]
	HUSSIES EHISSSU HUSSY, lewd woman [n]
	HYSSOPS HOPSSSY HYSSOP, medicinal herb [n]
	INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v]
	ISSUERS EIRSSSU ISSUER, one that issues (to come forth) [n]
	JASSIDS ADIJSSS JASSID, any of family of plant pests [n]
	KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [n]
	KOUSSOS KOOSSSU KOUSSO, cusso (Ethiopian tree) [n]
	KVASSES AEKSSSV KVASS, Russian beer [n]
	LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] / LASSY, molasses (thick syrup) [n]
	LASSOES AELOSSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v]
	LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n]
	LESSENS EELNSSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v]
	LESSONS ELNOSSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v]
	LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n]
	LOESSES EELOSSS LOESS, soil deposit [n]
	LUSUSES ELSSSUU LUSUS, abnormality (abnormity (departure from ordinary type)) [n]
	MASSIFS AFIMSSS MASSIF, principal mountain mass [n]
	MESSANS AEMNSSS MESSAN, lapdog (small dog) [n]
	MISSALS AILMSSS MISSAL, prayer book [n]
	MISSAYS AIMSSSY MISSAY, to say (to utter (to give audible expression to)) incorrectly [v]
	MISSELS EILMSSS MISSEL, European thrush [n]
	MISSETS EIMSSST MISSET, to set (to put in particular position) incorrectly [v]
	MISSIES EIIMSSS MISSY, young girl [n]
	MISUSES EIMSSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v]
	MOSSERS EMORSSS MOSSER, one that gathers or works with moss [n]
	MOUSSES EMOSSSU MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v]
	MUSSELS ELMSSSU MUSSEL, bivalve mollusk [n]
	MYSOSTS MOSSSTY MYSOST, mild cheese [n]
	OSMOSES EMOOSSS OSMOSIS, form of diffusion of fluid through membrane [n] / OSMOSE, to undergo osmosis [v]
	OSMOSIS IMOOSSS form of diffusion of fluid through membrane [n -SES]
	OSSEINS EINOSSS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n]
	OSSEOUS EOOSSSU resembling bone [adj]
	OSTOSES EOOSSST OSTOSIS, formation of bone [n]
	OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES]
	OYESSES EEOSSSY OYES, oyez (cry used to introduce opening of court of law) [n]
	PASSELS AELPSSS PASSEL, large quantity or number [n]
	PASSERS AEPRSSS PASSER, one that passes (to go by) [n]
	PISSERS EIPRSSS PISSER, offensive word [n]
	PLISSES EILPSSS PLISSE, puckered texture of cloth [n]
	PLUSSES ELPSSSU PLUS, additional quantity [n]
	POSSETS EOPSSST POSSET, hot, spiced drink [n]
	POSSUMS MOPSSSU POSSUM, opossum (arboreal mammal) [n]
	PRESSES EEPRSSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v]
	PRISSES EIPRSSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v]
	PROSSES EOPRSSS PROSS, prostitute [n]
	PUSSIES EIPSSSU PUSSY, cat [n]
	QUASSES AEQSSSU QUASS, kvass (Russian beer) [n]
	RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v]
	RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v]
	RISUSES EIRSSSU RISUS, grin or laugh [n]
	RUSSETS ERSSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v]
	SADISMS ADIMSSS SADISM, tendency to take delight in inflicting pain [n]
	SADISTS ADISSST SADIST, one marked by sadism [n]
	SADNESS ADENSSS state of being sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [n -ES]
	SAMOSAS AAMOSSS SAMOSA, filled pastry turnover [n]
	SAMSHUS AHMSSSU SAMSHU, Chinese liquor [n]
	SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n]
	SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n]
	SAPLESS AELPSSS lacking vitality (exuberant physical strength or mental vigor) [adj]
	SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n]
	SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n]
	SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n]
	SASHAYS AAHSSSY SASHAY, to flounce (to move with exaggerated motions) [v]
	SASSABY AABSSSY African antelope [n -BIES]
	SASSIER AEIRSSS SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj]
	SASSILY AILSSSY in sassy (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) manner [adv]
	SASSING AGINSSS SASS, to talk impudently to [v]
	SAXISTS AISSSTX SAXIST, saxophone player [n]
	SCHISMS CHIMSSS SCHISM, division into opposing parties [n]
	SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n]
	SCISSOR CIORSSS to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SCOUSES CEOSSSU SCOUSE, type of meat stew [n]
	SEASONS AENOSSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v]
	SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES]
	SEESAWS AEESSSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v]
	SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n]
	SEISINS EIINSSS SEISIN, seizin (legal possession of land) [n]
	SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n]
	SELSYNS ELNSSSY SELSYN, type of remote-control device [n]
	SEMISES EEIMSSS SEMIS, SEMI, freight trailer [n]
	SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n]
	SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n]
	SEROSAS AEORSSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n]
	SESAMES AEEMSSS SESAME, East Indian plant [n]
	SESSILE EEILSSS permanently attached [adj]
	SESSION EINOSSS meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S]
	SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n]
	SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n]
	SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism [n]
	SEXLESS EELSSSX lacking sexual characteristics [adj]
	SHASTAS AAHSSST SHASTA, flowering plant [n]
	SHUSHES EHHSSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v]
	SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES]
	SIESTAS AEISSST SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n]
	SIKSIKS IIKKSSS SIKSIK, Arctic ground squirrel [n]
	SINLESS EILNSSS free from sin [adj]
	SINUSES EINSSSU SINUS, cranial cavity [n]
	SISKINS IIKNSSS SISKIN, Eurasian finch [n]
	SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj]
	SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v]
	SITUSES EISSSTU SITUS, position or location [n]
	SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES]
	SKOSHES EHKOSSS SKOSH, small amount [n]
	SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj]
	SLASHES AEHLSSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v]
	SLOSHES EHLOSSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v]
	SLUSHES EHLSSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v]
	SLYNESS ELNSSSY quality or state of being sly [n -ES]
	SMASHES AEHMSSS SMASH, to shatter violently [v]
	SMUSHES EHMSSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v]
	SNASHES AEHNSSS SNASH, abusive language [n]
	SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n]
	SONLESS ELNOSSS having no son [adj]
	SOROSES EOORSSS SOROSIS, women's club or society [n]
	SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES]
	SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n]
	SPEISES EEIPSSS SPEISE, speiss (metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores) [n]
	SPENSES EENPSSS SPENSE, spence (pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils)) [n]
	SPOUSES EOPSSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v]
	STASHES AEHSSST STASH, to store in secret place [v]
	STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES]
	SUBBASS ABBSSSU pedal stop producing lowest tones of organ [n -ES]
	SUBMISS BIMSSSU inclined to submit [adj]
	SUBSETS BESSSTU SUBSET, mathematical set contained within larger set [n]
	SUBSIST BISSSTU to continue to exist [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUCCESS CCESSSU attainment of something desired or intended [n -ES]
	SUCCUSS CCSSSUU to shake violently [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n]
	SUMLESS ELMSSSU too large for calculation [adj]
	SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj]
	SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, to end (to terminate) [v]
	SURPASS APRSSSU to go beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SUSLIKS IKLSSSU SUSLIK, Eurasian rodent [n]
	SUSSING GINSSSU SUSS, to figure out or check out [v]
	SWASHES AEHSSSW SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v]
	SWISHES EHISSSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v]
	SYCOSES CEOSSSY SYCOSIS, inflammatory disease of hair follicles [n]
	SYCOSIS CIOSSSY inflammatory disease of hair follicles [n -SES]
	SYNESIS EINSSSY type of grammatical construction [n -ES]
	SYSTEMS EMSSSTY SYSTEM, group of interacting elements forming unified whole [n]
	TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v]
	TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n]
	TASSIES AEISSST TASSIE, tass (drinking cup) [n]
	TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v]
	TOSSERS EORSSST TOSSER, one that tosses (to throw lightly) [n]
	TOSSUPS OPSSSTU TOSSUP, even choice or chance [n]
	TRASSES AERSSST TRASS, volcanic rock [n]
	TRESSES EERSSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v]
	TRUSSES ERSSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v]
	TSETSES EESSSTT TSETSE, African fly [n]
	TSKTSKS KKSSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v]
	TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n]
	TUSSAHS AHSSSTU TUSSAH, Asian silkworm [n]
	TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	TUSSEHS EHSSSTU TUSSEH, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	TUSSLES ELSSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v]
	TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	USELESS EELSSSU serving no purpose [adj]
	VASSALS AALSSSV VASSAL, person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance [n]
	VESSELS EELSSSV VESSEL, craft for traveling on water [n]
	WISEASS AEISSSW wiseacre (pretentiously wise person) [n -ES]
	WRASSES AERSSSW WRASSE, marine fish [n]
	WUSSIES EISSSUW WUSSY, wuss (wimp (weak, ineffectual person)) [n]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	T
	ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v]
	ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v]
	ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj]
	FATTEST AEFSTTT FAT, having abundance of flesh [adj]
	FITTEST EFISTTT FIT, healthy (having good health) [adj]
	GUTTATE AEGTTTU resembling drop [adj]
	HOTTEST EHOSTTT HOT, having high temperature [adj]
	OCTETTE CEEOTTT octet (group of eight) [n -S]
	OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj]
	RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S]
	STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S]
	STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S]
	STETTED DEESTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v]
	STOTTED DEOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v]
	STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TE]
	STRETTE EERSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n]
	STRETTI EIRSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n]
	STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TI, -S]
	STUTTER ERSTTTU to speak with spasmodic repetition [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj]
	TARTLET AELRTTT small pie [n -S]
	TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S]
	TATTERS AERSTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v]
	TATTIER AEIRTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj]
	TATTIES AEISTTT TATTIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n]
	TATTILY AILTTTY in tatty (shabby (ragged (tattered))) manner [adv]
	TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S] / TAT, to make tatting [v]
	TATTLED ADELTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v]
	TATTLER AELRTTT one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S]
	TATTLES AELSTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v]
	TATTOOS AOOSTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v]
	TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj]
	TECTITE CEEITTT tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n -S]
	TEKTITE EEIKTTT glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n -S]
	TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S]
	TETOTUM EMOTTTU teetotum (spinning toy) [n -S]
	TETTERS EERSTTT TETTER, skin disease [n]
	TITBITS BIISTTT TITBIT, tidbit (choice bit of food) [n]
	TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S]
	TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S]
	TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S]
	TITTERS EIRSTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v]
	TITTIES EIISTTT TITTIE, sister [n] / TITTY, teat (mammary gland) [n]
	TITTLES EILSTTT TITTLE, very small mark in writing or printing [n]
	TITTUPS IPSTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v]
	TOFUTTI FIOTTTU trademark [n -S]
	TOMTITS IMOSTTT TOMTIT, any of various small active birds [n]
	TONETTE EENOTTT simple flute [n -S]
	TOTTERS EORSTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v]
	TOTTERY EORTTTY shaky (shaking) [adj]
	TOTTIES EIOSTTT TOTTY, sexually desirable woman [n]
	TOTTING GINOTTT TOT, to total (to ascertain entire amount of) [v]
	TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj]
	TROTTED DEORTTT TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v]
	TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S]
	TUTTIES EISTTTU TUTTY, impure zinc oxide [n]
	TUTTING GINTTTU TUT, to utter exclamation of impatience [v]
	TWATTLE AELTTTW to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	TWITTED DEITTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v]
	TWITTER EIRTTTW to utter succession of chirping sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TZITZIT IITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIT]
	VITTATE AEITTTV VITTA, streak or band of color [adj]
	WATTEST AESTTTW WAT, wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [adj]
	WETTEST EESTTTW WET, covered or saturated with liquid [adj]
	About Half (3/7) of the Tiles on Your Rack are the Same Letter 7s
	U
	CUMULUS CLMSUUU type of cloud [n -LI, -ES]
	FUMULUS FLMSUUU thin cloud [n FUMULI]
	JUGULUM GJLMUUU part of bird's neck [n -LA]
	JUJUTSU JJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S]
	TUMULUS LMSTUUU mound over grave [n -LI, -ES]
	UNUSUAL ALNSUUU not usual [adj]

